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Professor Adrian L. Schwan

Sulfones are capable of participating in a wide range of synthetic transformations
including nucleophilic additions, acylations, alkylations and cycloadditions. A great deal of
sulfone chemistry is derived from their ability to stabilize adjacent negative charges leading to
stabilized α-carbanions. Previous work by the Schwan group investigated the base induced
dearomatizing cyclization of unsaturated sulfones. An investigation into the cyclization of the
analogous sulfonamide was explored. A route to the starting sulfonamide required for cyclization
trials was not achieved and the project was abandoned.
The synthesis of the natural product Tedarene A, a diaryl heptanoid was explored. Despite
having no stereogenic centres Tedarene A exhibits planar chirality. A total synthesis of Tedarene
A was presented using a minimal amount of organic starting materials featuring an Ullmann
coupling. A total synthesis of Tedarene A was not accomplished, however with four steps
remaining to achieve the desired product the progress made is reported.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

Organic chemistry is perhaps one of the most loved and simultaneously hated subdisciplines of chemistry. There is a subtle elegance behind the simplistic and reliable shuffling
of atoms and electrons in a precise and choreographed dance of the infinitesimally small; it is
this dance of the miniscule that has empowered humankind to cure disease, power cities and
build a better battery.

However at the same time the amount of information required to

successfully dance with atoms is staggering. Learning organic chemistry is comparable to
learning a new language in that the scope and breadth of required knowledge is almost limitless.
Mere mass balance and reaction equations are not sufficient anymore, carbonyls, oximes and
sulfones are the new letters, and geometry, kinetics, and pKa’s are the new words. Organic
chemistry represents the melding of physics, mathematics and chemistry into one amalgamated
science- it is no wonder why so many people might have reservations about such an allencompassing field. Add to that the logistics of physically performing- what are often multistep
and sensitive reactions, and it becomes even more apparent why some shy away.
The traditional way of teaching organic chemistry to students is to present the various
commonly encountered functional groups, and define certain patterns of reactivity. The more
frequently encountered of these are the alkyl halides, aromatics, alcohols, amines and the
carbonyl compounds such as amides, acids and ketones. It is a shame that the sulfone group
often escapes with but barely a mention when it is such a powerful and useful tool in the
synthetic chemist’s arsenal. Proof of the sulfone’s versatility in synthesis can be gleaned from
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the various chemistries it is capable of and the molecules that espouse it including a broad class
of sulfa drugs that feature the sulfonamide moiety.
Modern organic synthesis has pushed the boundaries of our understanding of chemistry to
new reaches. Looking to forge ahead with new and novel techniques the organic chemist must
now develop previously unknown transformations to be considered cutting edge.

Such

transformations include the use of new or seldom used functional groups to afford new protocols
or the use of established reagents to produce new and unexpected results. Examples include the
use of low valent metal allylations and, copper catalyzed couplings that would have previously
used more expensive palladium, and the use of green applications of chemistries such as copper
catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloadditon (CuAAC) –“click”- chemistry. Additionally the use of less
well understood groups in synthesis can afford benefits to the chemist that may have been
previously unavailable- such as the sulfone.
The sulfone is relevant to this work in that it plays an integral role in both projects
discussed herein. First, the reactivity of the sulfone, and more precisely the sulfonamide, was
sought to be exploited in an expansion of work done previously by Hossain et. al.1 concerning
the dearomatizing cyclizations of unsaturated sulfones. The second project sought to employ the
sulfone to enable elimination type chemistry to form trans oriented unsaturation in a constrained
diaryl ether heptanoid natural product. Given the considerable importance of the sulfone and its
role in both projects presented herein a brief introduction will aim to provide relevant
background pertaining to the sulfonyl moiety.
Previous work conducted by the Schwan group has explored dearomatising cyclization
reactions of unsaturated sulfones, and the logical extension of these sulfonyl cyclizations is to
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attempt such cyclizations on the analogous sulfonamides. Sulfones find application in a select
few pharmaceuticals such as Dapsone-an antibiotic, however an even more prevalent
pharmacaphore is the sulfonamide moiety. Such “sulfa drugs” as they have been referred to
contain the sulfonamide group as part of the skeleton, and fulfill diverse roles in medicine.
Sulfonamide containing drugs have been successfully used as antibiotics, anti-diabetics,
diuretics, anticonvulsants, antipsychotics, antiretrovirals, and in a variety of other
pharmaceuticals.

Celecoxib (Celebrex) is a popular sulfonamide used in that treatment of

arthritis as a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) with reported sales in excess of $2
billion dollars annually2, and Sildenafil (Viagra) reported sales in excess of $1 billion dollars in
2013.3 With such a large market for these sulfonamide drugs, finding new routes to access
potentially new or improved pharmaceuticals is of great interest. The first project explored was
an attempt to access bicyclic sulfonamides through a dearomatizing cyclization reaction of
alkynyl sulfonamides. The target molecules could have potential biological activity, but more the
investigation was focused on expanding the scope and utility of previously established
chemistry.1
Beyond being used directly as an active pharmacaphore, the sulfone group can also be
used as a synthetic tool to enable future chemical transformations, such as stabilizing the
negative charge of a carbanion in the Julia olefination reaction or in the Ramburg-Bäcklund
elimination. The second project presented here focused on the synthesis of the biologically
active natural product Tedarene A. As part of the synthetic protocol the sulfone group was
employed not as part of the target molecule, but as a means to achieve a trans olefin as part of a
larger heptanoid tethered ring system.

3

Figure 1: Select pharmaceuticals containing the sulfone and sulfonamide group

1.0 Sulfone Properties
The past couple of decades have seen the repertoire of organic reactions that utilize the
sulfone as a functional group grow dramatically. Sulfone chemistry is now a burgeoning field
with many publications contributing to its growing synthetic scope and utility. Unlike the
carbonyl group which enjoys an extended and thorough exploration in most undergraduate
organic chemistry courses, the sulfone has seen much less examination despite the claims of
some that its applicability can rival that of the long touted carbonyl group.4 Indeed the sulfone is
well renowned for its role in the Julia olefination reaction where it is used to form E alkenes, but
additionally the sulfone is involved in a wide array of useful synthetic reactions including
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alkylations, cycloadditions, rearrangements, eliminations and aldol type chemistry. Much of the
sulfone’s chemistry is made possible by its ability to stabilize α-carbanions.
In examining the reactivity of the sulfone group it is of paramount importance to first
understand some of properties that make it so unique. The ability to stabilize an adjacent
negative charge is probably the most important and exploited facet of sulfone chemistry. When
considering the ability to stabilize a negative charge, a good parameter to examine is the pKa
since a more acidic molecule will be more stable with a negative charge than a molecule with a
higher pKa. Just as a carbonyl group has an acidifying effect on adjacent hydrogen atoms the
sulfone also stabilizes α-carbanions. However it is not only the sulfone group that has an
acidifying effect, but sulfur in general has a dramatic effect on stabilizing negative charges.
Consider the pKa values of a series of simple sulfur compounds relative to that of a simple
hydrocarbon such as methane with a pKa of approximately 505 it is clear that even the simplest
organic sulfide experiences a marked increase in acidity (and assumed increased anion
stabilization). The ability to stabilize a negative charge is increased as one proceeds from a
sulfide through sulfoxide to an analogous sulfone. Dimethyl sulfone has a pKa 17 units lower
than that of dimethyl sulfide; additional anion stabilizing groups can lead to a further increase in
the sulfone’s acidity.6

Figure 2:
DMSO)6

A variety of sulfur containing groups and their pKa values (measured in
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In literature a large number of experiments have been designed to understand the
mechanism behind the stability of sulfur anions, and clearly the oxygen plays a role as evidenced
by the increased acidity of the sulfoxide and sulfone, but the oxygen cannot also be the sole
cause for this acidity. There is controversy as to whether the sulfur d-orbitals play a role in this
stabilization whereby the lone pair of electrons in the carbanion overlap with the empty d-orbital
of the sulfur allowing a degree of charge transfer and increased stabilization.7 The d-orbitals of
sulfur have also been suggested to lower the HOMO energy through charge transfer from the nc
to σS* accomplished because of orbital mixing of the sulfur’s d-orbital with the antibonding
orbitals between the sulfur and bonded substituent (not anion or oxygens).8 In contrast to such a
claim some believe that the sulfur’s 3d-orbitals are too diffuse and of too high energy to
effectively overlap with the smaller and lower 2p-orbitals of carbon.9 It is generally accepted
that d-orbitals do not play a large role in α-carbanion stability of sulfides,10,11 however there
remains some uncertainty about systems possessing α-sulfinyl and α- sulfonyl carbanions and the
role of sulfur’s d-orbitals in stabilization.12
Despite the debate traditional explanations for the sulfonyl carbanion stability have
invoked the bonding between the lone pairs of electrons in the carbon’s 2p-orbitals with the
empty 3d-orbitals of sulfur, however more recent theoretical studies have raised doubts about
this mechanism of stabilization, and instead have called charge polarization effects into play to
explain this increased stability via n to σ* interactions. Using ab initio calculations on dimethyl
sulfone, Streitwieser Jr. and Bors observed a shortening of the H2C-S bond and a lengthening of
the S-O bond in the anion of dimethylsulfone.

This change in bond lengths was also

accompanied by a diffusion of the lone pair of the carbanion. The diffuse nature of the lone pair
was seen to be spread across the sulfone with increased charge density residing on the methyl
6

group and the oxygen atom. The amount of charge density on the oxygen atom was so intense
that it resembled that of a lone pair in a p-orbital on the oxygen.12 The authors accounted for the
build-up of charge on the methyl group as being a result of either charge polarization or d-orbital
interaction with σ*. The conclusion was that the dominating factor affecting the stabilization of
a sulfonyl carbanion is a result of charge polarization which could be explained using the MO
mechanism of n-σ* interactions.12 Additionally, hyperconjugative effects have been invoked to
explain some of the stabilizing effects of the sulfone carbanion in addition to the stereoelectronic
effects of orbital overlap.13
These studies have also suggested that the geometry of the sulfonyl carbanion is most
likely to be planar and not pyramidal, the latter of which could be responsible for the α-sulfonyl
carbanions ability to be used in asymmetric synthesis.12 Similar to enolate chemistry the planar
carbanion of a sulfone would experience a high barrier to rotation about the carbon-sulfur bond
introducing an element of asymmetry. Experiments performed by Corey et. al. using deuterium
exchange on the base generated sulfonyl carbanions 1 and 2 supported the existence of a planar
carbanion. Since the presence of a tert-butyl group in 1 would accelerate the pyramidal to planar
conversion due to steric effects, it would be expected that the ratio of racemization rate to the
rate of exchange for 1 be much higher than that of 2 if a pyramidal carbanion was present.
However the experimentally determined rates led to the conclusion that a pyramidal carbanion
was not responsible for the observed stereochemistry but rather a planar carbanion instead.14
Additional evidence to exclude the likelihood of a pyramidal sulfonyl carbanion came from the
decarboxylation reactions of 3 and 4. If a barrier to inversion provided by a pyramidal sulfonyl
carbanion was responsible for the asymmetry then the same amount of stereospecificity would be
expected to be seen between the decarboxylation reactions of both 3 and 4. However
7

experimental evidence provided a 97% yield of stereospecific isomer from 3 but a racemic
mixture was obtained from 4.14

Figure 3: Structures used by Coery et. al. to investigate the geometry of α-sulfonyl
carbanions14

1.1 Sulfones in synthesis: Preparation of Sulfones
The use of sulfones in synthesis of organic substrates is a major field of study, and one
can barely be given a complete and thorough summary in this introduction. However given here
is a concise overview of some relevant topics in sulfone chemistry. There exists a variety of
ways to install the sulfone group into an organic molecule including oxidation, addition, and
through rearrangements.
1.1.1 Sulfones from Oxidation
Perhaps the simplest and most widely used method to generate a sulfone is by oxidation.
A variety of well-established methods exist to afford sulfones from the existing sulfide and many
include the use of per-acids and peroxides. Commonly H2O2 or mCPBA are used at a 2:1 ratio
compared with starting sulfide and will often result in high yields of the analogous sulfone.
Modifications to the traditional peroxide oxidations create refinements to yield and
methodologies. Using the urea-hydrogen peroxide complex shown in Scheme 1, a solventless
8

solid state oxidation of various sulfides was accomplished with yields up to 90%.15 An alternate
heterogeneous oxidation protocol employed the heterocyclic catalyst TAPC which also was
conducted without solvent with yields greater than 90% for a library of 15 various aryl, benzyl
and alkyl substituted sulfides.16 Quantitative yields of sulfone have been reported through the
oxidation of methyl phenyl sulfide with the addition of catalytic amounts of niobium carbide.17 A
green oxidation protocol that holds promise for industrial applications was reported in 2004 and
involves the use of a potassium permanganate and manganese dioxide system. This green
oxidation protocol features a solvent free ability, at room temperature and the highly reusable
catalyst system that can be easily retrieved form reaction mixtures with little to no loss of
catalytic function.18 Other commonly used oxidizing agents to afford the sulfide to sulfone
conversion include the potassium salt Oxone®,19,20 sodium perborate21,22 and osmium
tetraoxide.23
1.1.2 Sulphinic Acid and Derivatives
Sulfinic acid derivatives are useful for the synthesis of a variety of sulfones. Sulfinic acid
derivatives can be readily obtained from the reduction of sulfonyl halides or by capturing SO 2
with organometallic reagents. These sulfinates (anions) are ambident nucleophiles and can result
in either S-alkylated or O-alkylated products. In general “hard” electrophiles (such as dimethyl
sulfate) result in the sulfinate ester (O-alkylation) whereas “soft” electrophiles such as methyl
iodide are more likely to result in the S-alkylated sulfone product.4

9

Scheme 1: Various oxidation protocols for the formation of sulfones15–18

In 2013 Manolikakes and Umierski showed that it was possible to couple arylsulfinic
acid salts with diaryliodinium salts to form a collection diaryl sulfones in moderate to excellent
yields without the use of transition metals. Additionally unsymmetrical diaryliodinium salts
provide diarylsulfone by way of transfer the sterically more demanding group of the iodinium
salt. This chemoselectivity is reversed when catalytic amounts of CuI are added.24 Alkylation of
sulfinic acids using simple alkenes is not a practically feasible application for synthesis due to
the harsh conditions required, but activated alkenes such as conjugated dienes can be easily
alkylated in the presence of a palladium catalyst.25 Boronic acids can also be coupled with
10

sodium sulfinic acid salts using copper catalysts in the ionic liquid butylmethylimidazolium
triflate ([bmim][OTf]) at room temperature with yields of 68 to 82%.

Scheme 2: Hard and soft electrophilic addition to sulfinic acids

This method is viable with electron poor, electron neutral and electron rich boronic acids
making it a versatile tool for the organic chemist.26 Aryl sulfinic acid sodium salts can afford the
analogous acetylenic sulfone by reaction with an alkyne in the presence of NaI and ceric
ammonium nitrate (CAN). The resulting β-iodovinyl sulfone can then undergo base induced
elimination to yield the acetylenic sulfone in 62 to 82% yield. This method was also seen to
tolerate a wide variety of electron rich and electron poor sulfinic acid derivatives making it a
synthetically useful methodology.27

1.1.3 Sulfones from Rearrangements
The rearrangements of sulfinate esters to form the thermodynamically more stable
sulfone is an important synthetic tool and has been extensively studied.4,28,29 The reverse
conversion of various sulfones to sulfinate esters has also been reported but is not as widely
applicable.30

Sulfinate ester are readily accessible from condensation reactions with the

appropriate sulfinyl halides and alcohols.31,32

Although not readily accessible in saturated

systems these rearrangements are commonly seen for unsaturated sulfone systems, especially
11

allylic and propargylic systems. Sulfinate ester rearrangements can either occur via an ionic
pathway or through sigmatropic shifts.

Scheme 3: Various sulfinic acid conversions to sulfone24–27,33
The use of polar solvents, tertiary amines or acid catalysts, or the possibility of resonance
stabilization of the intermediate ion all promotes rearrangement via the ionic pathway.34
Additionally, increasingly substituted allyic sulfinates are more prone to undergo rearrangement
via an ionic mechanism than are simple acyclic sulfinates.35 Simple allylic sulfinates have been
shown to undergo rearrangement via [2,3]-sigmatropic rearrangements (Scheme 4). However as
the allylic system becomes more encumbered there is a loss of stereospecificity and a mixture of
12

isomers is often obtained (Scheme 4). These results can readily be explained by invoking sterics
that prevent the required configuration for a sigmatropic rearrangement to occur, and facilitate
cation stabilization of the more substituted allylic systems.

These sulfinate to sulfone

rearrangements are powerful synthetic tools since the chiral centre in the starting sulfinate is
transferred to the carbon that receives the sulfone group allowing the introduction of
stereochemistry into systems with the addition of the versatile sulfonyl moiety. These
rearrangements are usually quite facile and typically require only mild acid or heat in a polar
solvent to promote change, however the addition of zero-valent palladium into the mix can also
prompt the rearrangement to take place. Palladium(0) forms a π-allyl complex and allows for the
introduction of additional stereochemistry through the use of chiral ligands for the palladium
catalyst.36,37 In 2004 Jagusch et. al. showed the enantioselective 1,3-rearrangement of racemic
sulfinates to afford allylic sulfones with ee of 93-99%. Their chosen systems included racemic
mixtures of both acyclic and cyclic allylic sulfinates, the common palladium catalyst Pd 2(dba)3,
and N,N′-(1R,2R)-1,2-cyclohexanediylbis[2-(diphenylphosphino)benzamide (BPA) as the chiral
ligand. The authors presented this method of allylic sulfone synthesis as an alternative method to
the previously established methods of substitution allylic carbonates with the lithium salts of
sulfinic acids (Scheme 4).38
1.1.4 Sulfur Dioxide as a Sulfone Synthon
The use of sulfur dioxide gas a synthon for sulfones in chemistry has long been
understood and exploited. The addition of SO2 gas to 1,3-dienes via a cheletropic reactions is
used to form 5 membered sulfone rings. There had been some speculation that such a
transformation could occur through a [4+2] cycloaddition followed by a rearrangement of the
type mentioned previously39 ab initio studies have since ruled out such a series of events in
13

Scheme 4: Sigmatropic and ionic rearrangement pathways of allylic sulfonic esters (top)
and some selected examples from literature37,38
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favour of the generally accepted cheletropic reaction.40 Sulfur dioxide has also been used to
form sulfinic acids in conjunction with various organometallic reagents.

Although first

discovered using dimethyl zinc in the middle of the 19th century the scope of this transformation
has broadened considerably with the most common application being addition to various
Grignard reagents.41 In addition to delivering only moderate yields of product (circa 60%) the
use of sulfur dioxide presents a practical limitation to the organic chemist. Without the proper
facilities it is difficult to quantify the toxic gas which can be problematic in synthetic
applications. However recent applications of previously discovered chemistry has led to an
innovative use of a bench-top stable solid SO2 equivalent.

The compound, 1,4-

diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane bis(sulfur dioxide) named DABSO for short, has enabled chemists to
accurately and easily apply stoichiometric amounts of an SO2 gas proxy in synthesis in much the
same way sulfuryl chloride is used as a synthetic equivalent of chlorine gas. Although such
sulfur dioxide-amine charge transfer complexes have been known for over 100 years42 they have
seen little use in organic synthesis until recently43–48. Eugene et. al. used diisopropylethyl
amine-sulfur dioxide (DIEA-SO2) as a charge transfer complex with sulfur dioxide with various
substituted alkenes, and found that varying the substituents would effect changes in the product
composition.

For alkenes that possessed ester groups at each end a reduced product was

obtained in relatively low to moderate yields (Scheme 5). A proposed mechanism for the
observed results included the conjugate addition of HSO2- to the alkene to form the intermediate
sulfinate which then lost SO2 to form an ester stabilized enolate which could then be protonated
by the iminium cations present from the charge transfer complex. Of importance was the
observation that for the system that contained only one ester and no substitution at the other end
of the alkene there was a dimerised sulfone product observed in 51% yield.43 In 2011 the amine-
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SO2 charge transfer complex DABSO was employed once again in the synthesis of various
sulfonamides, sulfamides and a sulfolene.48 In 2013 Willis et. al. was able to synthesize a library
of diarylsulfones using DABSO and palladium catalyst in yields from 35 to 90%.46 Building on
these methods Rocke et. al. devised a method to quickly build sulfones using DABSO with
organozinc reagents and organohalides. The method tolerates a wide variety of aryl and alkyl
organozinc reagents as well as aryl and alkyl organo halides. Of particular importance in this
method was the unprecedented functional group tolerance which is not typical of other Grignard
and organolithium approaches; the author noted that nitriles, carbamates, esters, and halides
could be employed in this reaction.47 The application of DABSO in place of gaseous SO2 has
clear benefits in both practicality and ease of use, but additionally it has been shown to be
effective in the synthesis of a variety of sulfones and sulfone derivatives such as sulfonamides
and sulfamides.
1.2 The Chemistry of Sulfones
As mentioned previously the chemistry of sulfones is dominated by the group’s ability to
stabilize adjacent negative charge.

Applications of this anionic stabilizing effect include

nucleophilic addition reactions, olefinations, and dearomatizing cyclizations in addition to
radical reactions, cycloadditions and rearrangements which rely upon anion stabilization to a
much lesser degree.
1.2.1 Radical Sulfone Chemistry
Despite being a reactive and transient in nature, sulfonyl radicals have many applications
in synthetic chemistry and polymer chemistry.

Radicals are by their very nature electron

deficient, having a half filled orbital, they can be stabilized by additional electron density from
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almost any adjacent atom. Additionally radicals can be stabilized by delocalization of the free
radical, effectively spreading the charge across many atoms in much the same way charges are
stabilized by resonance. Sulfones display the following thermal stability: diaryl sulfones > aryl
alkyl sulfones> dialkyl sulfones > allyl and benzyl sulfones. Knowing the general trends of
sulfone radical stability allows for a degree of chemoselectivity; by installing a sulfone with an
aryl group and an alkyl (benzyl or allyl) group, it can be predicted that the ArSO2• radical will be
formed along with the cleaved alkyl fragment ready for further chemistry.
Perhaps one of the most useful radical reactions is the reductive desulfonylation of the
type shown in Scheme 6. The use of tributyl tin hydride and azobisisobutyronitrile in refluxing
benzene has been shown to effectively reductively desulfonylate 2-pyrrolylsulfones. Traditional
methods for desulfonylation reactions typically require the use of metals such as sodium
amalgams, tin,49,50 samarium(II) idodide51 and can also include transition metals such as
palladium to form π complexes where an allylic sulfone is present.52
Additionally radical reactions of sulfones have been used in couplings and polymer
chemistry. The coupling of alkyl halides with vinyl sulfonyl derivatives has been shown to be a
facile and high yielding reaction for a variety of primary, secondary and tertiary alkyl halides
that could also include functionalized alkanes such as esters, nitriles acetals and ethers with
various vinyl sulfones, sulfonates, and sulfonamides.53 Although it is not believed that a sulfonyl
centered radical is an intermediate it has been suggested that the mechanism behind such
coupling is a single electron transfer (SET) mechanism.54 Transfer of a single electron from the
Zn/CuI creates a radical of the alkyl halide which can then attack the vinyl group of the sulfonyl
derivative. Allylic sulfones have been used as coupling partners for years although it is common
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Scheme 5: Sulfur dioxide and DABSO in sulfone synthesis
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to employ toxic tin based reagents to facilitate these radical reactions. A mild allylic
sulfone coupling protocol with alkenes has been described.

Scheme 6: Radicals reactions of sulfones50,53,55
1.2.2 Cycloadditions of Unsaturated Sulfones
The presence of unsaturation adjacent to a sulfonyl group allows for a variety of
cycloaddition reactions to take place. Allenic and acetylenic sulfones have been shown to
participate in Diels-Alder cycloadditions, [2+2] and [3+2] cycloadditions. Additionally recent
advances in copper-catalyzed azide alkyne cycloaddition chemistry (CuAAC) has broadened the
field of 1,3 dipolar cycloadditions of acetylenic and vinyl sulfones. The presence of the electron
withdrawing sulfone moiety not only helps activate unsaturated molecules for participation in
pericyclic chemistry but also serves as a viable synthetic handle for further transformations on
cycloaddition adducts. For instance, the presence of a sulfone group in a newly cyclized product
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opens the door to α-sulfonyl carbanion substitution chemistry or alternatively desulfonylation
chemistry to remove the potentially unwanted sulfone.
Allenic sulfones have been shown to undergo [2+2] cycloadditions with ketenes,56
imines57 and enamines58 as well as ruthenium and aluminum catalyzed [2+2] cycloadditions of
alkynyl59 and allenic sulfones.60 Alkynyl sulfones have been shown to be more reactive than
analogous sulfides in these [2+2] cycloaddition. Cycloadditions of this type have been used to
prepare bicyclic alkenes with good chemo and stereoselectivity.59
Work done by Padwa et. al. with alkynyl and allenic sulfones has demonstrated their use
in [3+2] cycloadditions. The reaction of 2-diazopropane with an allenic sulfone (propa-1,2-dien1-ylsulfonylbenzene) led to cycloaddition with the more activated double bond, an assumption
based on proximity of the adjacent electron withdrawing sulfone group.61 Diels-Alder reactions
between allenic and acetylenic sulfones are well known and the use of reagents such as
phenylsulfonyl 1,2-propadiene as a dienophile can be used to prepare a variety of cyclic
structures (Scheme 7).62

1.2.3 Sulfone Rearrangements
In addition to the previously mentioned sulfinate to sulfone rearrangements commonly
encountered with allylic sulfonate esters, sulfones are prone to ring expansion, 1,3-allylic and
Truce-Smiles rearrangements.

Many of the ring expansion rearrangements that sulfones

participate in could actually be classified under α-sulfonyl anion chemistry. Depicted below in
Scheme 7 is the base deprotonation of a vinyl sulfone which then undergoes intramolecular
nucleophilic attack at the electrophilic carbonyl carbon with subsequent loss of tosylate in
chemistry that bears striking resemblance to aldol type chemistry.63 Rearrangements of 1,320

Scheme 7: Select Diels Alder reactions of allenic phenyl sulfones
allylic sulfones have been shown to occur in the presence of radical initiators, and could be
classified as a type of radical sulfone chemistry. Especially prevalent is the rearrangement of
aryl sulfones which are particularly effective radical chain carriers.64 Epoxidation of allylic aryl
sulfones with mCPBA have also been shown to be prone to rearrangements in the presence of
sodium bicarbonate.65 Sulfones are also known to participate in the Smiles rearrangement along
with other arene heteroatoms capable of leaving with a negative charge such as sulfides and
ethers, but a more general modification is the Truce-Smiles rearrangement which does not
require additional activating groups on the arene, but does require a sufficiently strong
nucleophile. The Truce-Smiles modification also displays the counterion selectivity of the more
traditional Smile rearrangement whereby lithiated carbanions (in ether) are directed towards ipso
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attack, however using potassium tert-butoxide in DMSO results in a conjugate addition type
mechanism resulting in the altered products (Scheme 7).66 In addition to diaryl sulfones the
Truce-Smiles rearrangement has also been shown to be effective with aryl alkyl sulfones further
expanding the scope and applicability of this carbon-carbon bond forming rearrangement.67

Scheme 8: Sulfone rearrangements63,65,66

1.2.4 α-Sulfonyl Anion Chemistry: Alkylations and Acylations
The chemistry of sulfonyl carbanions is probably the most important aspect of sulfone
chemistry. Anions generated adjacent to a sulfone are stabilized by the electron withdrawing
ability of the sulfone group and can partake in a wide variety of chemical transformations.
Simple sulfonyl carbanions can be alkylated, acylated, undergo conjugate additions, perform
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aldol type chemistry and react with epoxides. Another novelty of these α-sulfonyl carbanions is
their high energy barrier to rotation leading to a planar carbanion that can be used in asymmetric
synthesis. As mentioned previously some studies also suggest that these carbanions are
pyramidal and have a high barrier to inversion which also explains their use in asymmetric
synthesis. For example, simple electrophiles such as methyl iodide can lead to remarkably high
yields of stereospecific products, and sulfone alkylations have been responsible for a variety of
natural product synthesis including vitamin A.68,69
Using the oxazoline sulfonyl derivative of R-cysteine Dehmlow et. al. conducted
stereoselective additions with tert-butyloxazolinyl sulfone and simple alkyl halides.

After

treatment with lithium diisopropylamide (LDA) and methyl iodide was found to give a 72%
yield of pure R,R-diastereomer.

Additionally ethyl and propyl bromides gave pure

diastereomeric products with reduced yields (65 and 14% respectively).

The system used

employed a tertiary butyl group on the sulfone to (1) direct deprotonation to the adjacent
secondary carbon centre and (2) act a steric blocking group and direct approach of the
electrophile from the desired face of the anion. Interestingly they discovered that using allyl
bromide the result was a mixture of R,R and R,S diastereomers (24 and 13% respectively)
indicating that such an electrophile is capable of approaching from both sides despite the
sterics.70
The acylation of sulfones is a reliable method to quickly combine the functionality of the
sulfone and carbonyl group together. The application of this type of acylations can be used to
create β-ketosulfones through intra- and intermolecular reactions. Simple nucleophilic addition
of sulfonyl carbanions to esters can result in the desired β-ketosulfone. More advanced
applications of this type of acylation can be seen in the double annulation of sulfones. The base
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induced annulation presented in Scheme 9 is an example of intramolecular acylation with a
sulfonyl anion and achieves a 65% stereoselective yield of the trans product (9:1 trans to cis).
Using a similar protocol the authors went on to generate additional phenanthrene based
macrocycles with similarly observed stereoselectivity.71

Scheme 9: Some select α-sulfonyl carbanion chemistry.70–72
1.2.5 Nucleophilic Additions, Conjugate Additions and Olefinations
As mentioned previously sulfonyl carbanions are potent nucleophiles capable of attacking
a variety of electrophiles but they are also capable of ring opening epoxides to form alcohols,
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acting in conjugate additions as well as attacking carbonyls followed by desulfonylation
reactions to afford alkenes such as the well-known Julia olefination process.
Base induced nucleophilic attack on epoxides by sulfonyl anions has been a long
established method of generating functionalized β-hydroxysulfones in good yields. However
even more interesting is the effect of a fluorinated sulfonyl carbanion that is stabilized by an
additional sulfone group. Ring opening of epoxides by fluorinated carbanions has met with
mixed success in organic synthesis, and although the reasons are not clearly understood,
speculation focused on the destabilizing effects of electron repulsion between the carbanion’s
lone pair and the small nucleus fluorine atom, which may lead to α-elimination of a fluoride ion.
Recent studies show that fluorinated sulfonyl carbanions can open epoxide rings in low yields,
but with the addition of a second sulfonyl group the fluorinated ring opened products are
obtained in significantly higher yields.73 This ability to prepare α-fluoro-β-hydroxysulfones
represents an important class of transformations as a way to introduce a variety of biologically
important pharmacophores into a single molecule in one pot process. Additionally the sulfone
group can be removed via reductive desulfonylation reactions to achieve β-fluoro alcohols.
Conjugate additions of sulfonyl carbanions with α,β-unsaturated esters is a useful way to
prepare cyclopropane esters with the loss of sulfinate in the product.

Additionally allylic

sulfones can be used to install additional unsaturation to the cyclopropane ester system with
retention of the stereochemistry in the original sulfone.74 Perhaps of even more interest is the
reaction of sulfonyl carbanions with enones whereby there is a regioselectivity issue between 1,2
and 1,4 addition. Haynes et. al. found that the addition of lithiated sulfonyl carbanions to cyclic
enones results in 1,2 addition at low temperatures (-80°C) whereas the kinetic product of 1,4conjugate addition is obtained if the same reaction is carried out at 0°C. (A 93:7 mixture of
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diastereomers was obtained of the 1,4 addition products as well as 5% yield of 1,2-addition
product).75

Scheme 10:Ring opening and conjugate additions of α-sulfonyl carbanions 73,75
Perhaps the most well-known application of sulfonyl anion chemistry is the Julia
olefination reaction.

The Julia olefination which features the addition of a phenylsulfonyl

carbanion to an aldehyde or ketone is capable of giving the analogous E-alkene in a multistep
process after a sodium amalgam is used to remove the sulfone. The modified Julia olefination
features the use of benzothiazol-2-yl sulfones with aldehydes to access alkenes in a single step
procedure.

Additionally with the modified Julia olefination additional stereoselectivity is

introduced. In order to achieve good stereoselectivity between E/Z isomers in the product alkene
there must be an element of diastereoselective control in the initial nucleophilic attack since the
product ratios of E/Z mimic that of the anti to syn ratios of the β-hydroxysulfone intermediate
formed after addition. In addition to a variety of aryl and heteroaryl sulfones that are commonly
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used in the Modified Julia solvent selection and counterion can impart a degree of
stereocontrol.76
Despite the large amount of work directed toward improving the stereocontrol and Z
isomer yields the Modified Julia is generally still only able to achieve moderate selectivity with
approximately equal yields of E/Z isomers. When combined with other effective olefination
protocols such as the Peterson, Wittig, Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons olefinations the Julia
olefination represents a potent tool for the synthetic chemist and should not be overlooked
despite any shortcoming of stereocontrol.
1.2.6 Reactions of Unsaturated Sulfones
Special mention must be given to polyunsaturated sulfones. The presence of a sulfone
group adjacent to alkynyl group raises interesting reactivity that is not observed with traditional
“unactivated” alkynes such as nucleophilic substitution. Acetylenic sulfones are capable of
being attacked by a variety of nucleophiles (often times undergoing multiple additions) and can
also undergo base induced tautomerisation to afford allenic and propargylic sulfones. This
dramatic change in reactivity can be attributed to the sulfone’s electron withdrawing ability, and
its subsequent effect on stabilizing charged intermediates in these reaction pathways. The base
induced equilibria between acetylenic, propargylic and allenic sulfone isomers favours the
allenic variant with the propargylic and acetylenic isomers being less stable by 8.2 and 9.9
kcal/mol respectively.77
The electron withdrawing nature of the sulfone group is so pronounced that propargylic
sulfones can be attacked by nucleophiles. This reactivity is resultant of the isomerization of
propargylic sulfones to the allenic isomer prior to nucleophilic attack. Acetylenic and allenic
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sulfones are attacked by nucleophiles and will first form the cis product which is kinetically
favoured, but will rapidly isomerize to form the thermodynamically more stable trans product.78
The scope and generality of nucleophiles capable of attacking these polyunsaturated sulfones
offers a big advantage in synthesis; competent nucleophiles include amines, alcohols79, thiols,80
organocuprates (and other carbon-metal nucleophiles)81 and halides.82

Scheme 11: Base induced tautomerisation of allenic sulfones and the general trends of
conjugate additions to similar unsaturated sulfones.
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1.3 Copper Catalyzed Azide Alkyne Cycloaddition and the Dimroth Rearrangement
Sulfones have made a recent resurgence in organic synthesis as they have found a role in
copper catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC). The electron withdrawing nature of the
sulfone group can stabilize a formal negative charge on the proximal nitrogen of sulfonyl azides.
Additionally sulfonyl azides have been shown to undergo ring-chain tautomerism releasing
nitrogen gas to form the corresponding ketenimine- a result not encountered with alkyl and aryl
azides.83 These CuAAC represent a powerful synthetic tool that can be used to rapidly assemble
larger molecules with high yields under a variety of conditions with excellent regiochemical
control. Such transformations are a part of “click chemistry” a term coined by Sharpless et. al. in
a 2001 publication. Such critieria that encompasses click chemistry were set forward as:
“[a] reaction must be modular, wide in scope, give very high yields, generate only inoffensive
byproducts that can be removed by nonchromatographic methods, and be stereospecific.84”
Such criteria are desirable traits in any reaction especially in a climate where greener and more
efficient processes are finding increased favour as evidenced by the recent nascence of journals
like “Green Chemistry” with an impact factor of 6.8.85 It is no wonder that CuAAC reactions are
covered under the umbrella of “click-chemistry,” being high yielding reaction between terminal
alkynes with azides that produce 1,4-disubstituted 1,2,3-triazoles. The chemistry represents a
method to quickly introduce molecular complexity from relatively available and simple starting
materials. Prior to the use of copper catalysts, analogous 1,3-dipolar additions required the use
of high temperatures for long periods of time and would often result in poor regioselectivity
giving mixtures of 1,5 and 1,4-disubstituted triazole isomers. Such harsh conditions limited the
scope and general applicability of such transformations to thermally stable molecules. In a
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complementary set of transformations the ruthenium catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition
(RuAAc) can afford 1,4,5-trisubstituted 1,2,3-triazoles when combined with internal alkynes, a
limitation that the copper catalyzed analogue has yet to achieve.86
In an investigation of the mechanism behind the CuAAC, Fokin et. al. performed density
functional calculations of aqueous based CuAAC systems with propyne and methyl azide. Their
results implicate a copper catalyzed stepwise process forming a transient 6-membered
copper(III) metallacycle (Scheme 12). The study employs water as a ligand and solvent for the
reaction and suggests that the first step in the reaction cycle is the displacement of a water ligand
from copper as coordination to the alkyne occurs in an exothermic step (11.7 kcal/mol).
Formation of this coordinated copper-alkyne complex lowers the pKa of the acidic alkyne
hydrogen by approximately 10 units making deprotonation in an aqueous media a feasible
process although many synthetic protocols call for the use of an amine base. The authors argue
against a 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition with the copper activated alkyne and the azide on the grounds
of a significantly higher transition state energy. Expulsion of another ligand as the proximal
nitrogen of the azide (12) coordinates with the copper atom leads to a tethered system (13) in a
marginally exothermic step (2.0 kcal/mol) followed by an endothermic (12.6 kcal/mol) attack on
the alkyne by the distal nitrogen of the azide to form a 6 membered metallacycle (14). In a fast
step ring contraction then occurs leading to the 5 membered triazolyl-copper derivative (15)
which then undergoes proteolysis to afford the triazole (17) product.87 The triazole moiety itself
is an important pharmacophore finding widespread use in various antifungal medicines and the
1,2,3-isomer is finding increasing roles in combating cancer, HIV, tuberculosis, fungi and
bacterial infections.88 Alternatively through a Dimroth rearrangement, 15 can undergo a ringopening to the form the diazoimino chain (17). Formation of the corresponding ketenimine (18)
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can occur through loss of nitrogen gas in an irreversible step.

Attack of 18 by various

nucleophiles such as amines89, alcohols90 and water91 has been reported.

Scheme 12: CuAAC pathway with ketenimine formation via Dimroth type rearrangement
The structure of ketenimines is such that the central carbon atom has a positive dipole making it
susceptible to attack by a variety of nucleophiles, after which an anion of the type 19 is formed.
Quenching of 19 with acid is a prevalent technique although systems containing both
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nucleophilic and electrophilic functionality have been used to successfully create heterocyclic
systems in both inter- and intramolecular cascade syntheses.92

1.4 Dearomatizing Reactions of Sulfones
It has been shown that ketenimines can be used to build heterocycles through both inter
and intramolecular attack by nucleophiles on the carbon adjacent to the nitrogen of the
ketenimine. An alternative approach to heterocycle synthesis features intramolecular cyclization
to produce heterocycles through a nucleophilic dearomatization reaction. Such dearomatizing
reactions have traditionally been limited in scope due to the unenergetically favourable nature of
breaking aromaticity, however progress in the field has expanded the number of protocols that
exist for dearomatizing reactions. Birch reduction, microbial oxidation, hydrogenation, radical
cyclization and pericyclic reactions are additional examples of methods capable of disrupting
aromaticity. Reported in 2011 the cyclization of benzyl alkynyl sulfones (21) in the presence of
strong base to form sulfones of the type shown (23) has been explored (Scheme 13). Using
lithium diisopropylamide (LDA) in tetrahydrofuran (THF) bicyclic sulfones 23 were obtained.
Reactions employing the analogous sulfide did not undergo intramolecular cyclization, but
instead underwent 5-endo cyclization to form a 5 membered ring. This work conducted in the
Schwan lab is believed to have undergone an intramolecular nucleophilic cyclization which
temporarily disrupts the aromaticity of the system. The resulting anion (22) is stabilized to a
degree by conjugation of charge through the sulfone group thought to poses some aromatic
stability1. In contrast to the cyclization of 21 where aromaticity is temporarily broken and then
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restored there have been a variety of literature reports where aromaticity is permanently
disrupted in the products.93–95

Scheme 13: Base induced cyclization of alkynyl sulfonyl
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Results and Discussion
Building upon previous dearomatizing cyclization reactions conducted by the Schwan lab
it was envisioned that the base induced cyclization of 24 to afford 25 would occur under similar
conditions to those found by Hossain et. al. To begin the investigation of the cyclization of 24 a
protocol for establishing a library substituted alkynyl sulfonamides was sought. A literature
search revealed only one published synthetic protocol96 for making a sulfonamide of the type 28.
The 1976 paper reports that by treating thionyl aniline (26) with an acetylenic Grignard at low
temperatures the corresponding sulfinamide (27) is obtained in low yields (20-32% for 8
examples). Upon treatment with mCPBA only one of the sulfinamides gave the corresponding
sulfonamide (28) in 72% yield. An alternative study cited by Mak et. al.reported the recovery of
29 in low yield by treating ethynyl magnesium bromide with sulfuryl chloride and subsequently
aniline.96
In spite of the less than encouraging results and limited literature examining these type of
systems efforts were made to accumulate a library of sulfonamides for cyclization study. To this
end several experiments were carried out (Table 1 and Table 2). The protocol first developed
sought to use aniline (31) to attack sulfuryl chloride (30). The resulting sulfamoyl chloride (32)
could then be treated with an appropriate alkynyl Grignard or deprotonated alkyne to afford 28.
None of the desired 32 was obtained and subsequent trials at capturing 32 in situ with lithiated
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alkynes also met with failure. Most reaction mixtures resulted with intractable mixtures with
indecipherable crude proton NMR spectra that were covered with broad multiplets.

Scheme 14: Proposed sulfonamide cyclization and literature protocol for starting material
synthesis 96
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Scheme 15: Attempted strategy for synthesis of sulfonamides of type 19
Table 1: Nucleophilic addition trials to create sulfamoyl chloride.

Anilinec

SO2Cl2

(Eq)

(Eq)

1a

1.0

2b

Entry

Base/Eq

ºC/hours

Solvent

1.0

K2CO3 /5

0/5

DCM

1.0

1.0

K2CO3 /5

0/5

DCM

3a

1.0

1.0

K2CO3 /5

-78/5

DCM

4b

1.0

1.0

K2CO3 /5

-78/5

DCM

5

2

1

-

-78/9

DCM

6a

1.0

1.0

K2CO3 /5

-78/5

DCM

7a

1.0

1.0

Et3N /5

-78/5

DCM

a

a

Result

No Product

sulfuryl chloride added to aniline; b aniline added to sulfrurl chloride; c 0.2 M

An alternative method to obtain 28 involved the use of 4-nitrophenyl sulfochloridate (34) as a
target for nucleophilic attack with aniline.

This procedure was inspired by the work of

Mickelfield et. al. in their pursuit of nucleic acid synthesis. Mickelfield’s work obtained the
double addition product of their amine nucleophile as major product (58%) and a minor
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sulfamate product in 18% yield, and no sulfamoyl chloride was obtained indicating preference to
S-Cl bond breakage over S-OAr bond breakage under the experimental conditions.97 Similar
work conducted by the Lubell group in 2012 used chiral alkyl amines as nucleophiles to attack
34 and obtained sulfamates in yields between 32 to 72% for four compounds.98
Table 2: Nucleophilic addition followed by addition of alkynyl carbanion to in situ
generated sulfamoyl chloride

Entry

Aniline

Base

(Eq)

(Eq)

1

1.0

2

1.0

Et3N
(1.5)
Et3N
(1.5)

n

BuLi

R=

(Eq)

Solvent

ºC

n-butyl

1.0

THF

-78

phenyl

1.0

THF

-78

Result

No
Product

Inspired by the potential of this chemistry the synthesis of 34 was attempted according to
literature methods. At -78°C p-nitrophenol (33) was treated with pyridine and 30 (1.0 M stock
solution in DCM). The resulting yellow-orange solid was recrystallized from hexanes and DCM
at -78°C to afford 34 in 68%. The experimental 1H NMR spectrum revealed two dominating
doublets at 8.32 and 7.54 both with ortho J values of 9.2 Hz. The infrared spectrum was
indicative of multiple S-O stretching modes with large peaks occurring at 1346 and 1171 cm-1
which is consistent with literature. Further reaction of 34 with aniline (31) at -78 °C in DCM in
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the presence of Et3N led to recovery of much of the starting material 34 in the crude product
mixture. Isolation of 35 was not successful and further attempts were abandoned in light of
literature reports suggesting that the major product that should be expected is the double addition
product 36 if the reaction temperature were to be raised.97

Scheme 16: Alternative pathway attempted to achieve sulfonamide 19.

Forgoing the initial project to cyclize sulfonamides it was next envisioned that the
sought-after structures could be made via dearomatizing cyclizing reactions with the appropriate
ketenimines. It has been established that using the CuAAC is an effective way to quickly build
simple small molecules into large complex systems such as triazoles, however tautomerisation of
the intermediate 5 membered triazole (15, Scheme 12) ring can afford ketenimines via the
Dimroth rearrangement. Ketenimines have been shown to be useful reagents in the synthesis of
heterocycles.92,99
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Scheme 17: Proposed dearomatizing heterocyclic synthesis via ketenimine intermediate

Hoping to exploit the ring-chain tautomerisation in pursuit of new sulfonamide
heterocycles a synthetic protocol targeting the required starting materials was undertaken. Using
benzyl disulfide as a starting material an oxidation reaction in the presence of trichlorocyanuric
(TCCA) acid in the form of commercially available Power Chlor® pool chlorinating agent was
employed. Benzyl disulfide (40) was chosen in place of benzyl mercaptan purely to avoid the
unpleasant odour associated with thiol use. This method was chosen in place of NCS as a
chlorinating/oxidizer since NCS resulted in a mixture of the desired product and unwanted
succinimide which required column chromatography for removal. Trichlorocyanuric acid is
readily water soluble-a property exploited by the pool industry- is remarkably cheap and is
available in 1 kg sized containers. Power Chlor® is marketed as 68% pure which suggests that
one of the three nitrogens has been protonated and only two active chlorine atoms remainstoichiometries were calculated accordingly. Oxidation protocols were taken from literature
methods100,101 and the desired benzyl sulfonyl chloride (41) was obtained in 81% yield. There
was a significant downfield shift of the benzylic singlet from 3.60 ppm in 40 to 4.85 ppm in the
41; infrared spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of the sulfonyl chloride, with S=O
stretching modes occurring at 1371 and1173 cm-1. Substitution of 41 with sodium azide resulted
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in the formation of the desired azide (37) in 84% yield. An upfield shift of the benzylic protons
was observed in the conversion of 41 to 37 (4.85 and 4.52 ppm respectively). Confirmation of
the azide functionality was obtained through the use of IR spectroscopy; in particular a large
sharp peak at 2138 cm-1 confirmed the N3 moiety.

Scheme 18: Synthetic protocol of benzyl sulfonyl azide

Special care has to be taken when working with azides given their energetic nature.
Azides can release nitrogen gas often in very exergonic reactions and are labeled as
explosophores.102 Sodium azide can react explosively with several common laboratory materials
including Bronsted acids, heavy metals, bromine and any chlorinated solvents (DCM and CHCl 3
especially) as the formation of unstable azidomethane compunds is possible. When working
with azides it is important to bear in mind the ratio of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen atoms in a
potential target molecule (Equation 1).84 A safe working limit requires an index value of 3 or
more and even all synthesized azides that satisfy this requirement were stored in cool
temperatures out of direct light to prevent any decomposition. Additionally N3- has a toxicity
comparable to that of the cyanide ion and proper PPE along with engineering controls were
required to minimize any hazards.
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(Equation 1)

With the required 31 in hand and a readily available supply of phenyl acetylene attempts
at preparing 32 in situ and obtaining the further functionalized cyclized heterocycles began.
Using a protocol similar to literature methods83,92,103 a battery of reactions targeting the desired
sulfonamide or sulfonimine heterocycle were attempted. All reactions were monitored using
TLC analysis and despite varying conditions persistent spots were observed for the starting
sulfonyl azide. Additional confirmation of the remaining starting material was recovered from
IR spectra since the starting azide has a large sharp peak at approximately 2138 cm-1. If the
triazole product had formed it would be expected that this large azide stretching mode would be
absent with the presence of a stretching frequency below 1650 cm-1 corresponding to an imine
stretch.104
Unfortunately all attempted cyclizations were met with failure and often the starting azide
was recoverable from the crude reaction mixture with a simple recrystallization in ethanol.
Increasing the reaction temperature has been shown to dramatically improve the formation of the
chain tautomer as nitrogen gas is driven off forming the ketenimine precursor in an entropically
favourable step.83 Raising the temperature from room temperature to 60°C in refluxing
chloroform did not result in any product. The use of copper(I) iodide was the preferred catalyst
due in large part reactivity studies performed by other groups83 however solid copper powder,
copper(I) bromide and copper(II) bromide were also used with no noticeable benefit. No effect
on the system was observed with either organic or inorganic bases.
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Table 3: Attempted trials at cyclization of CuAAC generated ketenimine

Azide

R

Catalyst

Base

(Eq)

(Eq)

(mol%)

(Eq)

1

1

Ph-(1.2)

CuI

Et3N

DCM

10%

1.4

(0.6M)

2

1

Ph-(1.2)

CuI

K2CO3

DCM

10%

1.2

(0.06M)

3

1

Ph-(1.2)

CuI

Et3N

DCM

10%

1.2

(0.06M)

4

1

nBu-

CuI

K2CO3

DCM

(1.2)

10%

1.2

(0.06M)

5

1

Ph-(1.2)

CuI

Cs2CO3

DCM

10%

1.2

(0.04M)

6

1

Ph-(1.2)

CuBr

K2CO3

DCM

10%

1.2

(0.06M)

7

1

Ph-(1.2)

CuBr2

K2CO3

DCM

10%

1.2

(0.06M)

8

1

Ph-(1.2)

Cu(s)

Et3N

DCM

180%

1.2

(0.05M)

9

1

Ph-(1.2)

CuI

Et3N

CHCl3

10%

1.2

(0.05M)

10

1

Ph-(1.2)

CuI

Et3N

CHCl3

10%

1.2

(0.13M)

Entry

a

Solventa

molarity expressed as moles of starting azide in solvent; b effort made to recover azide
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°C/hours

r.t/0.3

r.t/42

r.t/18

r.t/42

r.t/72

r.t/16

r.t/32

r.t/72

60/48

60/18

Result

No
reaction
No
reaction
No
reaction
No
reaction
Azide
recoveredb
No
reaction
No
reaction
Azide
recoveredb
No
reaction
No
reaction

2.2 Future Work
Unfortunately a thorough investigation into the cyclization of 24 was not possible since a
reliable method to make starting materials was not achieved.

Future work to access

sulfonamides of the type 24 might employ a similar method to that tried here. The method
employed here sought to have 31 attack sulfuryl chloride followed by addition of and appropriate
alkynyl Grignard or alkynyl lithium species, however the reverse process was not attempted.
Nucleophilic attack of sulfuryl chloride by an alkynyl lithium or Grignard followed by
subsequent attack of the intermediate alkynyl sulfonyl chloride may yield product. It was
believed that sulfuryl chloride would be more susceptible to nucleophilic attack than the
succeeding sulfonyl chloride derivative. The lower nucleophilicity of aniline would require a
better electrophile for substitution to occur and the more nucleophilic Grignard or alkynyl
lithium would be sufficient to attack the sulfonyl chloride. Upon this reasoning a protocol that
employed aniline addition followed by the alkynyl nucleophile was adopted.
Additionally recent literature has shown that it is possible to make sulfonamides by
combining organometallic reagents with DABSO and amines in a one pot protocol.45 Although
their method45 and all other methods found to date46–48 do not tolerate or have failed to examine
the use of alkynyl organometallics in such a reaction, there is the potential that such a route
might offer access to sulfonamides of the type 24.
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Chapter 3: Natural Products and Tedarene A
3.0 Natural Product Synthesis and Tedarene A
Natural product synthesis poses a special and challenging obstacle to chemists. Large
biomolecules often contain a variety of functional groups and definite stereochemistry obtained
through biological systems that have had millions of years to evolve. Trying to catch up with
nature’s chemistry although challenging presents a broad field of interest for modern synthetic
chemists and the field is burgeoning.105–110 One of the challenging facets of natural product
synthesis is the stereochemical requirements of the target molecule. Often times a single
biomolecule will embody multiple stereocentres with definite stereochemistry required for
biological activity. Some larger compounds devoid of any specific stereogenic atoms may
exhibit a special class of isomerism known as planar chirality. The diarylheptanoids Tedarene A
(38) and Tedarene B (39) are two related compounds that exhibit this planar chirality where
rotation about their bridging bond allows a degree of rotation between the planes of the two aryl
rings. Diaryl ether heptanoids frequently exhibit molecular chirality even in the absence of sp 3
hybridized stereocentres, and assignment of their stereochemistry is challenging.

This

atropisomerism is quite amazing given the relative strain that the unsaturated heptanoid tether
brings about to the overall cyclic structure. Tedarene A features conjugated trans/cis double
bonds and Tedarene B has a fused cyclopentane ring each bringing further restriction preventing
free movement within the molecule.
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Figure 4: Diarylheptanoids Tedarene A (38) and B (39)

Tedarene A is part of a broad class of natural products that shares the diarylheptanoid
skeleton which are typically isolated from woody plants. Unlike most diarylheptanoids which are
found in terrestrial plants, Tedarene A was isolated from a marine sponge in the Bahamas.
Studies suggest that Tedarene A hosts a variety of bioactivities including leishmanicidal,
antiprotozoal, anti-tumor, anti-inflammatory, and acts as an inhibitor of nitric oxide. To date a
total synthesis of Tedarene A has yet to be reported in literature with isolation and
characterization occurring within the last two years. Structural elucidation via high resolution
mass spectrometry and low temperature 1H NMR experiment confirm the posited structure
above. Dynamic NMR experiments are capable of elucidating the chiral properties of large diaryl
ether heptanoids where rapid interconversion between isomers occurs at ambient temperature.
Low temperature NMR was employed to ascertain the stereochemistry of Tedarene A since
coalescence of the various proton signals results in broad spectral peaks where sharp signals can
be achieved at lower temperatures.
A major motif in diaryl ether heptanoids is the ether linkage between the different aryl
groups. The ether linkage allows for a degree of rotation within the skeleton of the molecule, but
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the tethering of the two rings by a seven membered chain prevents totally free rotation- a
condition which leads to the molecular chirality observed for many of these systems.
A variety of methods exist to create a diaryl ether linkage including nucleophilic aromatic
substitution, phenol coupling with boronic acids, addition through a benzyne intermediate, metalarene complex subsitutions, and Buchwald-Hartwig and Ullmann type couplings. The use of
copper metal in a total synthesis was desirable since it is a relatively inexpensive catalyst, that
employs simple readily available and inexpensive ligands, and there is a growing amount of
literature and development in the field. The work presented here dedicated a significant amount
of effort to achieve a coupling using copper catalyst in an Ullmann type coupling reaction, since
the coupling is a key step to form the diaryl ether linkage in the final product.

3.1 Copper Catalysed Ullmann Type Couplings
The “classical Ullmann” coupling reaction is a copper catalyzed biaryl coupling reaction
in which two aryl halides are joined to form a diaryl molecule. First reported in the early 1900s
by Fritz Ullmann, several versions were reported in which coupling between aryl halides, and
between aryl amines, phenols and amides with aryl halides were reported. Unfortunately these
early Ullmann type couplings required very harsh conditions and often suffered from poor and
unpredictable yields. Among these drawbacks were the required use of strong bases, high
temperatures, long reaction times and stoichiometric amounts of copper.111

Over the past

century there has been a large increase in interest and advancement of these Ullmann type
coupling reactions.

Many various scientists have contributed to the field of these copper

catalyzed coupling reactions helping to improve not only the yields but also the synthetic scope
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and versatility of these reactions. Major progress has been largely employed by altering either
the catalyst, ligand or solvent system to achieve more desirable results than what was first
observed over 100 years ago.

The following is a brief description of some of these

advancements.
Initial reports of copper mediated coupling or aryl systems to form biaryls were initially
from Ullmann in the early 20th century. The work reported the coupling of substituted anilines
with chlorobenzoic acids under harsh conditions: reaction temperatures exceeding 200°C and a
stoichiometric amount of copper was required to facilitate the conversion. Refinements to the
method included the coupling of phenols with bromobenzene to form biaryl ethers using a
catalytic amount of copper but still using very high temperatures (above 200°C). Further work
by Goldberg explored the scope of these copper catalyzed couplings by coupling benzamide with
bromobenzene to create N-phenylbenzamide. Even further refinement found that copper could
catalyze the coupling of bromobenzoic acids with acetylacetone.
Mechanism Development
Despite being around for over a century the exact mechanism by which copper catalyzed
Ullmann type reactions occur still remains unknown. However thanks in large part to the
pioneering work of a plethora of scientists, headway into the mechanism has been made. There
exist four major mechanisms by which these copper catalyzed reactions occur: 1) aromatic
nucleophilic substitution, 2) radical intermediate mechanisms 3) four membered cyclic
metathesis intermediates and 4) oxidative addition- reductive elimination (OA-RE) type cycles.
Although there exists evidence for all of the aforementioned mechanisms, the generally accepted
mechanism involves an OA-RE cycle. The following is by no means an exhaustive examination
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of the mechanistic literature but instead is an attempt to show the progression of the studies
surrounding these copper catalyzed couplings.

Scheme 19: Development of the Ullmann coupling reaction111
Early investigations into the mechanism of Ullmann condensations performed by
Weingarten in 1964 seem to suggest that the mechanism does not occur by a radical
intermediate, but is instead a nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction (SNAr).

The

investigations also led to the conclusion that Cu(I) is the active catalytic species and that the
solubility of the catalyst has a dramatic effect on the reaction. Weingarten’s analysis of the
reaction of bromobenzene with potassium phenoxide in bis(2-methoxyethyl) ether (diglyme)
involved varying the catalyst used and different purity of solvents. It was found that when the
reaction was carried out in pure diglyme (purified by distillation with LiAlH4) the yields of
coupled diaryl ether was much lower than when the same reaction was carried out in unpurified
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solvent. Gas chromatographic analysis of the impure solvent revealed that ester impurities in the
solvent were present; Weingarten proposed that the presence of these esters led to an increased
solubility of the copper catalyst since when the purified diglyme was used as solvent little or no
reaction took place and large amounts of copper were found in the precipitate. Further reactions
were conducted with ethylene glycol diacetate used as an additive (approximately 20 mol%).112
Weingarten explored a variety of copper sources. Metallic copper, CuO, Cu 2O, and
Cu2SO4 were all found to be inactive which was attributed to poor solubility in the reaction
conditions. Found to be equally effective in their activity were CuBr2, CuCl2, Cu(OAc)2, CuI,
CuBr, and CuCl, assuming normalized amounts of copper. Subsequent reactions were monitored
using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. EPR spectra of catalytic solutions
made using cupric and cuprous salts gave essentially the same signals. When these same
solutions were prepared under an inert atmosphere of nitrogen the cupric salts EPR signals
remained virtually the same whereas the cuprous salt solutions showed a weaker EPR signal and
little or no paramagnetism.

When the coupling reactions were conducted under an inert

atmosphere of nitrogen reaction rates were increased. Additionally when radical trapping agents
were added to the coupling reactions marked changes in the EPR spectra were observed with
little or no change in the reaction rate. The authors reached the conclusion that the Cu(I) is the
active species with cupric salts being reduced by the phenoxide ion to form the active cuprous
species. Their conclusion was further supported by the observation that when a 1:1 ratio of
CuBr2 and potassium phenoxide were combined diglyme and then was poured into water, CuBr
precipitated out as a white solid.112 The formation of the cuprous salt (CuBr) from a solution of
CuBr2 and potassium phenoxide showed conclusively that the cupric salt was being reduced in
situ under the coupling conditions. Since cuprous salt solutions showed no paramagnetism and
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were unaltered by radical traps the only feasible mechanism was one that did not include a
radical intermediate.
Weingarten’s analysis of kinetic data led to the conclusion that the Ullmann mechanism
occurs through a nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction in which the copper atom complexes
with the π-electrons of the aromatic system. The analysis revealed that the reaction was first
order in bromobenzene, first order in copper, and variable order in phenoxide ion. The variable
order of the phenoxide ion suggested that it is part of the reaction in a monomolecular sense. In
the proposed mechanism the organocuprate [Cu(OPh)2]- was believed to coordinate with the aryl
bromide. The coordination of the copper to the aryl halide ring was believed to activate the ring
towards nucleophile attack.

Scheme 20: Weingarten’s proposed nucleophilic aromatic substitution112

Work done by Cohen et. al. in the 1970s gave further evidence that these types of
Ullmann reactions do not occur through a radical mechanism, and instead postulated the
presence of a Cu(III) species in the reaction intermediate. Cohen proposed that Ullmann type
reactions occur through an organocopper species. Cohen’s conditions employed o-iodo-N,Ndimethylbenzamide in refluxing DMF with subsequent addition of cuprous chloride and benzoic
acid which results in a mixture of the exchanged product o-chloro-N,N-dimethylbenzamide and
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the protonated product N,N-dimethylbenzamide (Scheme 21a). Increasing the concentration of
added CuCl2 counteracted the effects of benzoic acid and proportionately increasing amounts of
the exchanged product were obtained and an inversely proportional amount of the protonated
product, when all other parameters were held constant.

Not only is it difficult to suggest an

intermediate other than an organocopper compound that would display such reactivity, but also
arylcopper(I) compounds of the type depicted below are known to undergo chlorination in the
presence of CuCl2 and be protonated by carboxylic acids.113,114 Additionally radicals of the type
that would result are known to undergo rapid proton abstraction from the amide methyl group
and subsequent loss of CH2 to give N-methylbenzamide and formaldehyde (Scheme 21b).115
Under similar conditions in which the radical of type shown in Scheme 21b were generated in a
large excess of CuCl2 the amount of the rearranged radical product was 80%.115 Given the
formation of the product from the radical pathway as a major constituent in conditions that
should strongly favour the chlorinated arene suggests that even if a small amount of radical was
formed under normal conditions it would quickly and irreversibly form N-methylbenzamide,
however no such product was observed. Cohen suggested that a two-electron reduction is the
most likely method by which these changes could occur in which Cu(I) is converted directly to
Cu(III) via an oxidative addition of the carbon-halogen bond. Reduction of this Cu(III) complex
by additional cuprous chloride would lead to an organocopper(I) species of the type depicted
below.113
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Scheme 21: Cohen’s organocopper intermediate in copper couplings
Cohen’s organcopper intermediate ruled out radicals, copper-π-complex arenes, and 4
membered arene-Cu-halogen-nucleophile centered intermediates, and instead he posited a
catalytic cycle that featured oxidative addition of the aryl halide to the cuprous species, followed
by halide exchange with the nucleophile, and reductive elimination as the final step (See
Below).113 Additional evidence to refute the claim of radicals as an intermediate include the
copper catalyzed coupling of o-bromonitrobenzene in which the presence of tetrahydrofuran as a
radical trap had no effect on the product distribution.116
In a 1975 report van Koten et. al. criticize Cohen’s claim that an organocopper(I) species
could be responsible for his observed chemistry. The criticism stems from Cohen’s inability to
take into account what was known of arylcopper (ArCu) compounds at the time. Van Koten
suggested that if ArCu was indeed a component of the reaction, then it should be expected that
coupling between ArCu and ArI would result in the coupling product ArAr, and that under the
conditions Cohen outlined ArCu compounds are not stable. The work goes on to use thermolysis
studies to show that arene-copper-π-complexing intermediates are unlikely to occur in such
copper catalyzed reactions. Using (2-(dimethylamino)phenyl)copper as the model organocopper
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(RCu) compound vanKoten showed that in DMF at 130°C under a nitrogen atmosphere RCu
breaks down to afford a 3:1 ratio of RH and RR.

Scheme 22: Cohen’s catalytic cycle

Additionally vanKoten showed that the exchange reaction between o-iodo-N,Ndimethylaniline with CuCl in DMF at 130oC gave the chlorinated product in 90% yield, and the
addition of proton donors such as water or benzoic acid had no effect on the products formed or
yield. However when the iodinated aniline was reacted with (benzoyloxy)copper there was a
mixture of the coupling product and the dimethylaminophenyl benzoate ester were formed, both
of which are absent in the CuCl reaction mixtures.117 Given the observed thermolysis products
and the contrasting results obtained of the CuCl and benzoate reactions with 2-iodo-N,Ndimethylaniline vanKoten definitively ruled out an organocopper(I) intermediate.
Around the same time that Cohen’s work showed radicals are not responsible for the
copper catalyzed condensation reactions, Bunnett proposed a radical aromatic nucleophilic
substitution mechanism-SRN1. In this type of mechanism a radical anion is formed via an outer
sphere single electron transfer (SET). In this proposed mechanism there is no coordination of the
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initiator and the aryl halide and there is no accompanying atom transfer. Bunnet’s work was not
done on copper systems, however copper metal is a known single electron oxidant capable of
forming radical cations, and also as a SET reductant.118–121 Additional experiments using
dihalobenzene sought to prove the intermediacy of aryl-radical anions which are required for the
SRN1 mechanism. The reaction between phenylthiolate and 1-chloro-4-iodobenzene produced the
only mono-coupled products in the presence of a copper salt, but provided the double
substitution product polymer in the absence of a copper catalyst (Scheme 25).122

Scheme 23: Synopsis of the work performed by vanKoten117

Kochi et. al. proposed an alternative radical mechanism in the 1972.

This radical

mechanism an inner sphere electron transfer mechanism through which an aromatic radical is
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formed in a simultaneous C-X bond cleavage-electron transfer. This occurs as the neutral
halogen is transferred from the aryl halide to the copper atom forming a Cu(II)X2 species along
with the aryl radical. The aryl radical then reacts with a nucleophile anion to form an anionic
aryl-Nu radical which is then oxidized to the desired aryl compound by the Cu(II)X2 resulting in
the expulsion of a halide ion.123,124

Scheme 24: Radical mechanism proposed by Kochi et. al.

Another radical mechanism was proposed by Litvak. In this mechanism the copper atom
is responsible for electron transfer and coordination with the nucleophile. This mechanism is a
hybrid radical-substitution reaction that is suggested to occur through a four centered cyclic
transition state.

Litvak’s transition state features the binding of the copper atom with the

nucleophile and the halide atom(See below). This transition state shares similarities with
Weingarten’s proposed transition state in that the copper atom is coordinating the nucleophile
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and the aryl halide simultaneously. However unlike Weingarten’s proposed transition state this
four centered metathesis is not supported by more recent experimental data that shows rate
enhancement with increasing nucleophile concentrations.

Scheme 25: SRN1 experiments of dihalobenzene with phenyl thiolate and copper catalyst.
Trials using ethylene diacetate as an additive and monitored using electron
paramagmentic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy were conducted, in which either cuprous or cupric
salts were used; both types of copper gave rise to similar EPR signals. When radical trapping
reagents were used negligible change in reaction rates were observed despite large changes in the
epr signals. These findings led to the conclusion that despite the presence of radicals in the
reaction mixture, they are unlikely to be part of the rate determining step. Also of importance
was the notion that both Cu(I) and Cu(II) salts gave rise to nearly identical reaction rates.
In an effort to better elucidate the role of the ligand in these reactions an enlightening
structure-activity relationship study was published by Taillefer and coworkers in 2007
comparing the reactivity of bipyridines, phenanthrolines and bifunctional imino-pyridine ligands.
The results were surprising in that lone imine ligands were ineffective, but aromatic imines
bound to a pyridine group were found to be even more effective ligands than the prized
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phenanthroline and bipyridine ligands. Additionally functionalization of these ligands with
EWG and EDG on the imine and pyridine centres respectively led to even higher yields, which
led the authors to the hypothesis that the imine and pyridine moieties must function in separate
steps of the reaction. Presumably the pyridine group could push electron density onto the Cu
leading to an increased propensity for oxidative addition whereas the electron withdrawing
nature of the imine would act to make the Cu atom more electrophilic and facilitate easier
reductive elimination.125
Buchwald et. al. put forward an alternative theory suggesting that a series of equilibria is
established and the presence of a ligand helps to favour the formation of a more reactive singly
complexed Cu-Nu complex. Their studies using N,N’-dimethylcyclohexane-1,2-diamine as a
bidentate N-donor ligand examined the coupling of 1-iodo-3,5-dimethylbenzene with pyrrolidin2-one. These conditions were selected for the kinetic study because they were shown to have a
99% yield of product in 2 hours under general Ullmann type conditions (5 mol% CuI, 10 mol%
ligand, with K3PO4 in toluene at 90°C). The authors believed that the formation of a
monoamidate-copper complex would occur at higher ligand concentration whereas the less
reactive bis-amidate-copper complex would be formed at lower ligand concentrations. Their
theory was based upon kinetic studies in which reaction rates were measured as a function of
ligand concentration.
Despite what is still an unclear mechanism, the preferred theory among many is the
familiar oxidative addition-reductive elimination pathway similar to that put forward by the
vanKoten, Bowman, Cohen and Taillefer.
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Ligands
The use of ligands in Ullmann type reactions has opened the door to much milder
conditions than what had previously been typical. Faster reaction times and lower temperatures
(ca. 100°C) have been reported.111 The intentional use of ligands in Ullmann type reactions did
not catch any momentum until the late 1990s when Nicolaou and coworkers investigated CuBr
catalyzed couplings in which their aryl halide contained a triazene unit despite the previous
posited position that some carbonyl groups could accelerate reaction rates.126,127

The exact

manner in which a ligand works in the Ullmann reaction is still uncertain although some have
postulated that it is responsible for increasing the solubility of the active copper species128, or
form a nucleophilic complex which can rapidly undergo oxidative addition in the catalytic
cycle.129 Bidentate ligands have been shown to be more effective than monodentate versions and
it has been postulated that this increased activity of bidentate ligands is a result of the ligand
blocking adjacent coordinating sites on the copper allowing the nucleophile to approach the aryl
moiety without steric encumbrance.130 Furthermore bidentate-bifunctional ligands such as those
containing and EWG on the imine and an EDG on the pyridine nucleus resulted in a rate
enhancement. This increased reactivity was believed to occur as a bifunctional ligand could
participate in two different steps in the catalytic cycle since the electron dense pyridine could
donate electrons to the copper making it prone to oxidative addition, but the electron deficient
imine would render the copper atom more prone to reductive elimination.111,125The use of ligands
has also recently been shown to enable chemoselective control over N-/O-arylations131 and chiral
ligands can introduce an element of asymmetric synthesis also.132
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3.2 Barbier Type Allylations

Presented here is a short synopsis of the Barbier allylation, the predecessor of the famous
Grignard reaction.
synthetic tool.

This carbon-carbon bond forming techniques is an incredibly powerful

Since it was envisioned that this technique could prove useful in the

functionalization of benzaldehyde 66 to afford the aryl alcohol (46) as a coupling partner
(Scheme 40a), a brief overview seems appropriate.
The Barbier reaction dates back to 1899 when Barbier found a new carbon-carbon bond
forming reaction; he discovered that the ketone upon treatment with magnesium metal in ether
with methyl iodide present would afford the alcohol. Inspired by the success of Barbier’s
coupling reaction Victor Grignard then pursued the scope of the reaction of alkyl halides with
various functional groups, in particular ketones and aldehydes.133 Today the Barbier reaction has
been the subject of a renewed interest since it is a carbon-carbon bond forming protocol that can
often be carried out in relatively facile conditions often times using aqueous solvents. Variations
of the Barbier reaction have been shown the ability to accommodate a variety of different metals
including lead, indium,134 antimony,135 bismuth, manganese,136 magnesium,137 zinc,138 and tin.134
However since metal mediated Barbier reactions occur in heterogeneous mixtures they suffer
from inherently low conversion of starting materials and often require special procedures to
ensure uniform distribution of reagents (ultrasonic mixing).139 More recent advances in this area
have sought to explore the use of metal salts that would form more homogenous solutions to
improve yields.

To overcome transphasic issues metal salts have been used that can be

solubilized by aqueous media. These metal salts often require an additional co-catalyst metal
which has a lower standard potential so that it can act as a reducing agent. Some recent examples
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of this procedure in literature involve the use of copper139,140 and aluminum141 metals as cocatalysts with SnCl2. Roy and coworkers conducted experiments using a series of substituted
allyl halides and aldehydes with SnCl2 and CuCl2 as their metal salt system. Using NMR, MS
and cyclic voltammetry to monitor their system they concluded that copper(I) intermediate was
implicit in the reaction mixture. Additionally they observed an allyltrichlorostannane (by MS) in
their reaction mixture, and they proposed a mechanism by which copper(II)chloride is reduced to
copper(I). Reduction of the copper species is carried out at the expense of the tin(II) chloride
which would then be oxidized to tin(IV)chloride (2:1 mole ratio Cu: Sn) prior to formation of the
allyltrichlorostannane which is the postulated reactive species. In a later study by Guo et. al. a
system similar to that of Roy’s was studied however they used copper metal in lieu of a copper
salt. Guo’s work was quite comprehensive and they were able to create a library of compounds
via their SnCl2/Cu Barbier allylations in water. Not only was Guo able to synthesize 4-(1hydroxybut-3-en-1-yl)phenol in 92 and 94% yields from p-hydroxybenzaldehyde with allyl
chloride and bromide respectively, but other tolerable functional groups included alkyl, allyl and
aryl aldehydes and ketones with very good yields.139 The study suggested oxidation of the
copper surface and an interaction between the allyl halide with a positively charged copper
surface, however no empirical evidence was provided to support this hypothesis. Similarly in a
2013 article, Chattopadhyay et. al. described their Barbier allylations using low valent tin in wet
solvents with aluminum metal.141 The conditions used employed THF solvent with the addition
of a few drops of water which the author noted was necessary for a vigorous reaction. In such a
system the tin is reduced by the aluminum metal (Eo=0.36 and 1.66 V respectively) to form what
was called a highly activated form followed by insertion into the allyl halide to form the
nucleophilic RSnCl.141 Similar to Guo’s study the author suggests an active nucleophilic
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organotin species, but provided no empirical evidence for their reasoning. Unlike the previously
mentioned tin mediated Barbier studies, Chattopadhyay et. al. does not invoke any type of
coordination/π-allyl complexation in their mechanism, but only employs the co-catalyst metal for
its role in reducing the tin metal.

Scheme 26: Proposed Barbier type allylation mechanism140
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Chapter 4: Towards the Total Synthesis of Tedarene A

4.1 Results and Discussion
It was envisioned that the total synthesis of Tedarene A (38) could be accomplished with
only a few organic starting material. Reactions beginning with p-methoxyphenethyl alcohol as
starting material would allow access to both aryl components of Tedarene A. The initially
planned retrosynthesis begins with a Lewis acid deprotection of the methoxy ether and a novel
Ramberg-Backlund rearrangement to create the phenolic hydroxyl and conjugated trans double
bond of the alkyl chain. Prior to this a modified Grubbs catalyst would be used in a ring closing
metathesis reaction targeting the cis double bond. The appropriate catalyst has been shown in
recent literature to afford good yields of Z-alkenes selectively for similar macrocyclic natural
product syntheses.106,142 From there a copper catalyzed Ullmann-type diaryl ether synthesis was
envisioned to couple the corresponding ring systems. The halogenated ring system (47) could be
oxidized from the precursor sulfane, and formation of the sulfane could be accomplished by
allylation after methanolysis reaction of a thiolacetate. Access to the thiolacetate could be
accomplished by a number of routes including by way of potassium thiolacetate and substitution
of the iodinated precursor. The latter could be obtained through iodination of 51.
The preparation of 46 has been previously published 143 but in an effort to achieve a total
synthesis with a minimal amount of organic starting materials an alternative retro synthesis of 46
was envisioned starting from p-methoxyphenethyl alcohol (53). The retro synthesis of 46 began
with conversion of the alcohol group to suitable leaving group so substitution with a vinyl
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group144 could be achieved. A final deprotection of the methoxy group to the required hydroxyl
functionality was envisioned to be accomplished with appropriate Lewis acid and conditions.

Scheme 27: Retrosynthetic analysis of Tedarene A

Synthetic Preparation of Allyl Sulfone (47)
The first step involved installing an appropriate group on the aryl ring to accommodate
eventual ring coupling. It was envisioned that an Ullmann style coupling using copper could be
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used to facilitate the biaryl ether coupling and so an appropriate halide was installed. Since aryl
halide reactivity is heavily influenced by the halide used in the Ullmann coupling (I>Br>Cl)111 it
was decided to install the iodo group to make the coupling process more facile.
However previous work in the Schwan lab had explored compounds for the role of 47 as
a brominated aryl system (56).

This work sought to install the bromine on the already

functionalized aryl-sulfone ring system (55). Using NBS as a brominating agent, it was found
that a catalyst was required to reduce reaction times from 48 hours to a more reasonable 24 hours
or less. Solid ammonium chloride was found to be an efficacious catalyst and was used in
concentrations varying of 10 to 20% delivering the most reliable yields.

The use of

montmorillonite clay (K10) as an added catalyst represented a potentially environmentally
benign additive,145 however reaction times and yields suffered and its use was discontinued.

Scheme 28: Bromination reaction of aryl sulfone 55 using NBS
Additionally when the reactions were carried out at room temperature significant
degradation of the alkene was found to result and so a cooler initial starting temperature was
employed. Impurities that plagued the bromination protocol included addition of bromine and
water to the terminal alkene. Despite the best efforts the bromination protocol was not suitable
as a step in the total synthesis of Tedarene A and was abandoned.
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Given the disappointing results of the bromination protocol two conclusions were drawn;
a higher yielding process for halogenation of the Ring A should be used, and the halogenation
step should be employed earlier in the synthesis to avoid any deleterious effects on the labile
terminal alkene. At this point the retrosynthesis was revised to include a halogenation as the first
step of the synthesis. This halogenation would be an iodination since it is known that aryl
iodides are superior coupling partners in Ullmann type ether synthesis.146,147
The protocol employed for iodination of the starting 38 used elemental iodine, and
periodate under acidic conditions.148,149 This reaction provided excellent overall yields, but was
accompanied by the acetylation of the alcohol, as anticipated by the literature protocol. The
yields of 51 were consistently higher than 90% with a two-step transformation. Complete
consumption of starting material occurred within 24 hours, but the product mixture was
contaminated with 51. The iodinated alcohol side product would often appear as a minor product
alongside the expected acetate in a 8:1 molar ratio, but was not removed since the next step of
the synthesis was conversion of the 52 to 51.
Since the aryl alcohol and acetate were iodinated, the entire crude reaction mixture was
subjected to basic solvolysis to remove the acetate group and restore the alcohol functionality.
Using excess potassium carbonate in methanol the methanolysis reaction proceeded in high yield
of the desired 51.

This reaction sequence of acidic iodination conditions followed by basic

methanolysis to form the alcohol again required no purification and resulted in high product
yield with a combined two step yield of 90%.
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Table 4: Bromination trials of aryl sulfone using NBS

Entry

Brominating
Agent

Catalyst

Reaction Time
(hours)

Conversion Yield (%)

1

NBS (1eq)

NH4Cl (10%)

20

-

63

2

NBS (1eq)

NH4Cl (10%)

20

-

79

3

NBS (1eq)

Clay Mont k10

48

-

17

4

NBS (1eq)

NH4Cl (150%)

6

-

-

5

NBS (1eq)

NH4Cl (40%)

24

-

-

6

NBS (1eq)

NH4Cl (40%)

24

62

-

7

NBS (1eq)

NH4Cl (20%)

6

55

28

8

NBS (1eq)

NH4Cl (20%)

24

42

27

9

NBS (1.5eq)

NH4Cl (20%)

24

100

50

10

NBS (1.5eq)

NH4Cl (10%)

24

65

-

11

NBS (1.5eq)

NH4Cl (10%)

24

100

48

12

NBS (1eq)

FeCl3

1

-

-

13

NBS (1eq)

ZrCl4

1.25

-

-

14

NBS (1eq)

Clay Mont k10

24

72

-

Reactions performed by Henri Deleroisse

With the iodo group in place for later coupling and the methoxy protecting group still
intact, further functionalization of the phenethyl alcohol was considered. In order to facilitate the
Ramberg-Backlund reaction in later steps to afford the conjugated trans alkene a sulfonyl group
had to be introduced. It could be envisioned that substitution of allyl thiol followed by oxidation
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would afford the desired coupling partner 47. However for purely pragmatic considerations this
route was avoided and instead a multistep substitution route was pursued (vide infra).

Scheme 29: Iodination protocol to afford iodoaryl alcohol

Use of the allyl thiol was avoided for two major reasons: smell and purity. Although
careful handling of thiols including proper clean-up including bleach washes to eliminate any
malodourous compounds is achievable the potent smell of thiols is still a real concern and must
be considered prior to their use. In addition allyl thiol is commercially available in only 70%
purity, with the less reactive but still smelly diallyl sulfane making up the remaining 30%. It was
viewed that too much effort and too many precautions would be required to perform successful
reactions with the commercial sample.
The planned synthetic scheme called for introduction of the sulfur group via thiolacetate
substitution followed by substitution of the allyl group, and to accomplish this task an
appropriate leaving group in place of the hydroxyl was required. The acetate anion is available
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from earlier chemistry and is a sufficiently good leaving group for various reactions, however
direct SN2 substitution is not common for acetates.

As such an iodo was identified as an

appropriate group to permit installation of the thiolacetate.

Scheme 30: Potential alternate route to access iodoaryl sulfone (44)
Substitution of the hydroxyl group with an iodine was accomplished using a pseudoMitsunobu reaction. Unlike the traditional Mitsunobu which employs an azo-ester (typically
diethyl azodicarboxylate-DEAD) iodination conditions used to prepare 50a work through a
different mechanism. To effect iodination elemental iodine, triphenylphosphine and imidazole
were combined in dichloromethane under an inert atmosphere. It can be envisioned that the
triphenylphosphine reacts with the electrophilic iodine to form an iodide anion and an
iodophosphonium.

This phosphonium complex would behave similarly to that of the

phosphonium complex in the Mitsunobu and succumbs to attack by the hydroxyl oxygen with
subsequent proton abstraction. The anionic iodide in solution would then be free to attack the
oxygen bearing carbon and displace triphenylphosphine oxide.
The iodination procedure150 used here was amenable to both milligram and multi-gram
scale synthesis. Thin layer chromatography was used to monitor the progress of the reaction and
the reaction was quenched upon disappearance of the starting material spot with aqueous sodium
thiosulfate. Reaction times varied from 2 to 24 hours although larger scale reactions did require
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more time to run to completion. Increasing dilution also seemed to play a role in reaction time
and yield. The best yield was recorded after the literature work-up method was altered to use
DCM as the organic extraction media in place of ethyl acetate. This switch was made to prevent
the formation of 3 layers in the separatory funnel since the reaction was run in DCM and the use
of EtOAc or Et2O led to poorly defined layers in the separatory funnel (See Table 5 entry 5).
Table 5: Iodination trials of 2-(3-iodo-4-methoxyphenyl)ethanol (51)

Ph3P

Imidazole

I2

DCM

Time

(Eq)

(Eq)

(Eq)

(M)c

(hours)

1

0.33

3

77

2

0.13

24

74a

0.28

2

-

4

0.02

18

83

5

0.10

23

93ab

Entry

3

1.5

2.5

1.5

Yield (%)

a

isolated yield. b change in workup methodology to use DCM to extract in place of EtOAc: c concentration of 51 in
solvent

The use of a mesylate as a leaving group in place of iodine was also investigated.
Although the iodination protocol required mild conditions and had moderate yields isolation of
the products required flash column chromatography to remove the phosphine oxide byproduct.
A process which would not require lengthy purification processes was desired, and the use of
methanesulfonyl chloride151 to create a sulfonic acid derived leaving group (pKa approx. -1.9)
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was selected. The use of a mesylate as a leaving group had the obvious advantages of having
charged by-products that could easily be removed with aqueous washes and not require tedious
column chromatography. Additionally the mesylation process had a much higher atom economy
than the iodination (72.1 and 45.0% respectively). The mesylation of the iodophenethyl alcohol
was suited to both milligram and multi-gram synthesis with better yield and shorter reaction time
observed for multigram synthesis in a more concentrated reaction media.
Table 6: Mesylation trials of 2-(3-iodo-4-methoxyphenyl)ethanol (51)

Entry
1
2
a

MsCl

Et3N

(Eq)

(Eq)

1.2

1.2

DCM
b

Time

Yield (%)a

(M)

(hours)

0.15

12

91

0.08

21

87

isolated yields; b concentration of 51

With 50a and 50b in hand, substitution of thiolacetate was attempted. The literature
method previously explored by Schwan group members used acetonitrile as solvent in the
substitution of alkyl bromides with potassium thiolacetate but achieved lower than desired yields
of desired thiolacetate.152 The protocol presented in here used DMF as a suitable solvent for the
substitution of thiolacetate.

Indeed DMF was an effective solvent since its polar nature

effectively solvates the potassium freeing the thiolacetate to rapidly undergo the reaction.
However DMF has a much higher boiling point than MeCN making solvent removal potentially
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more expensive than necessary and future investigations to determine if the substitution occurs
with a similar or enhanced yield with MeCN would be prudent. The reaction was also conducted
in DCM in an attempt to make the reaction work-up more expeditious since DCM is
considerably more volatile and easier to remove from reaction mixtures than DMF.

However

using DCM no reaction was observed after 5 days. These observations are consistent with a
simple SN2 type mechanism.
Substitution reactions were attempted on both 50a and 50b. The mesylation reaction
(Table 6 entry 1) resulted in a semi-solid mass in the reaction vessel which was so viscous/solid
that it impeded the magnetic stir bar’s ability to spin. This formation of semi-solid in the
reaction vessel had been observed to occur within 2 hours of running the reaction.

Scheme 31: Installation of mesylate and iodo as leaving group in 2-(3-iodo-4methoxyphenyl)ethanol (51)
There was no loss of reaction yield when this gelation was observed. Working up the
reaction mixture for Table 6 entry 1 under these conditions required a large volume of water.
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However this was not viewed as a large negative of the reaction since reactions run in DMF
typically require large amounts of water and brine to remove all traces of solvent. No gelation
was observed in the similar substitution process with iodine as the leaving group.
With 49 in hand the next goal was to prepare the allyl sulfone (47). It was envisioned
that a two-step procedure could afford the allyl sulfane (48) which could be oxidized to afford
47. The procedure for converting the 49 to the 48 employed a methanolysis reaction to generate
the thiolate anion intermediate which could then undergo a substitution reaction with allyl halide
to afford the sulfane.
Table 7: Thiolacetate substitution reactions

KSAc

DMF

Time

(Eq)

(M)d

(hours)

1.15

0.2

25

94

2

1.7

0.13

1

98

3

1.5

0.2c

120

0

1.8

0.08

22

81

1.6

0.06

1

64

1.45

0.25

25

(44)ab

1.5

0.1

52

91

Entry

X

1

OMs

4

I

5
6
7
a

b

Yield

isolate yield; reaction conducted using crude reaction mixture from iodination protocol and starting material
calculated using theoretical yield from previous reaction; c DCM; d concentration of starting material
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Treatment of the thiolacetate with potassium carbonate in methanol was followed by the addition
of allyl bromide after approximately 1 hour gave an 81% yield of the desired 48. Despite high
conversion of starting material a column was required to achieve sufficiently pure sulfane often
using only a short plug of silica in 10% EtOAc in hexanes being sufficient to afford pure
sulfane.Oxidation protocol of the sulfane to the sulfone was first explored by using protocols that
had been commonly used previously in the Schwan lab. The use of m-chloroperbenzoic acid as
an oxidant of sulfanes to sulfones has been shown to afford the desired sulfone product with the
use of 2 equivalents of peracid, and the sulfoxide with 1 equivalent.

Complicating the

stoichiometry required to get the proper sulfone product was the available purity of mCPBA
from Sigma Aldrich supplier. The highest purity of the peracid available was 77%. Since pure
mCPBA is shock sensitive and explosive, the rest of the mass is composed of m-chlorobenzoic
acid and water.
Preliminary trials at oxidizing the sulfane to the sulfone employed the impure
mCPBA using 3 equivalents in the pursuit of delivering a small excess of active mCPBA, with
the intention of removing the residual acids via aqueous washings or column chromatography.
This technique was successful and complete conversion of the sulfane to the sulfone was
observed as indicated by a 1H NMR downfield shift of the allylic doublet adjacent to the sulfur
atom from approximately 3.1 ppm in the sulfane to 3.6 ppm in the sulfone. Unfortunately the
crude product composition contained a myriad of aromatic signals from benzoic acid or
potentially residual mCPBA, and upon performing flash column chromatography co-elution of
product and by-products containing aromatic protons made effective quantification speculative at
best.
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Table 8: Methanolysis and allylation of 49

K2CO3

Allyl Bromide

MeOH

Time

(Eq)

(Eq)

(M)b

(hours)

1

1.3

1.2

0.08

22

77

2

2.26

2.03

0.13

17

81a

3

2.32

2.3

0.06

22

81

4

2.2

2.3

0.1

20

78

5

2.1

2.4

0.06

20

79a

6

2.23

2.05

0.10

19

78a

7

2.35

2.51

0.10

22

79a

Entry

a

Yield (%)

isolated yield; b concentration of 49

Two different methods were then employed to purify mCPBA for subsequent oxidation
trials. The first method involved filtration of the crude mCPBA in DCM removing some of the
insoluble m-chlorobenzoic acid contaminants. The filtrate was then cooled and filtered again
prior to washing with saturated Na2S2O3, water and brine and dried over MgSO4 to remove
significant amounts of chlorobenzoic acid and water. The filtrate would then contain only pure
mCPBA and was used in the reaction as is. The alternate method used to obtain pure mCPBA
involved diluting the crude peracid in ether and then washing with a buffered solution of NaOH
and KH2PO4, water and brine and then drying over MgSO4.153 A drawback to these methods
were that the exact amounts of mCPBA obtained was unknown since removal of solvent to
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obtain pure solid mCPBA would require the use of reduced pressure and gentle heat. However
such conditions introduce the possible risk of detonation and were not adopted despite the
literature protocol.
Initially it was envisioned that oxidation using hydrogen peroxide would result in
formation of the desired product leaving only by-products that could be washed away with water.
Consultation with other group members led to the realization that oxidations of various sulfanes
to sulfones using H2O2 resulted in yields that were less than those obtained with mCPBA
oxidations and so a protocol involving potassium peroxymonosulfate (Oxone®) was employed.
Additionally previous oxidations of similar systems using hydrogen peroxide resulted in the
degradation of the terminal olefin. The use of Oxone® had been investigated by previous group
members in a similar oxidation protocol although with less than satisfactory results. Previous
results indicated that subsequent oxidations using Oxone® should be conducted at 0°C, did not
require any co-reagents/catalyst and could be completed in 4 hours.
Expanding upon previous work trial oxidations of 48 were conducted with Oxone® using similar
protocols. The reaction was carried out using 2.5 equivalents of oxidizing agent in water which
was added to an ice cooled reaction flask containing 48 in methanol. The reaction was allowed
to proceed for 5 hours when the disappearance of starting materials was observed via TLC.
After work-up TLC of the crude reaction mixture indicated two major spots (Rf=0.08 and 0.42:
20% EtOAc/hexanes) and column chromatography was used to achieve pure isolated 47 product
in 36% yield.
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Table 9: Oxidation trials of allyl sulfane

Entry

Reagent 1

Reagent 2

Conditions

Yield (%)a

1

Cyanuric

H2O2 (30%)

rt. 40 mins

-b

2

Chloride

H2O2 (30%)

-20°C-rt: 6 hours

-b

3

(Power Chlor®)

-

rt:6.5 hours

-b

4

ZrCl4

H2O2 (30%)

rt: 24 hours

-b

rt: 48 hours

50

-

0°C-rt: 22 hours

53

-

0°C-rt: 4 hours

66

-

-40°C-rt: 4 hours

55

Montmorillonite

5
®

6

Oxone

7
8

mCPBA

Clay (K10)

a

isolated yield; b terminal alkene degraded and many side products obtained; Reactions performed by Henri
Deleroisse

The observation of two spots in the TLC of the crude reaction mixture was unexpected
and even more surprising was the low polarity of the compound with Rf=0.42. Preliminary 1H
NMR spectra suggest that the unexpected product may be the 57a or 57b (Scheme 32). The
acquired 1H NMR spectra showed the coalescence of the benzylic and homobenzylic protons
into a broadened singlet (2.85 ppm), a large methoxy singlet (3.85 ppm), aromatic doublets (6.73
and 7.11 ppm) and an aromatic singlet (7.59 ppm) integrated as 7.50, 6.16, 2.00, 2.00 and 2.02
respectively. This unidentified compound was 14% of the recovered mass for the reaction and
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future investigations might benefit from a more thorough analysis of this compound in an
attempt to optimize the oxidation process.

Scheme 32: Oxidation protocol of sulfane 48 and potential side product
Prior to optimizing the oxidation reaction of 48, the well-established rearrangement of the
analogous sulfinyl ester to the desired sulfone was investigated.

It is known that allylic

sulfinates can undergo spontaneous rearrangements to afford sulfones.28 The rearrangement can
occur either as a result of a [2,3]-sigmatropic rearrangement or via an ionic mechanism.
Two different sulfinate esters were investigated as possible precursors to the desired
sulfone (Scheme 33). The first path investigated involved conversion of allyl bromide to allyl
thiolacetate (58) using potassium thiolacetate in DMF in a complementary method to that used
previously. Conversion to 58 was conducted at 0°C and the mixture was gradually warmed to
room temperature. Reaction monitoring using TLC showed no starting material remained after
18 hours of reaction time at which point it was quenched. Purification of 58 employed a shortpath distillation under reduced pressure at 65 °C.

Special care was taken as 58 has a

malodourous aroma that resembles garlic. Unfortunately conversion of 58 to the desired allyl
sulfinyl chloride (59) was unsuccessful, and upon scrutinous review of older literature it was
found that indeed the conversion of allyl thiolacetates to the corresponding sulfinyl chlorides
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does not occur under the conditions attempted.154,155 An alternate method for the generation of
allyl sulfinyl chloride involves addition of allyl bromide with 2-(trimethylsilyl)ethanethiol
followed by oxidation to the corresponding sulfoxide which was then reacted with sulfuryl
chloride to afford the desired allyl thiolacetate in a reported 64% yield,156 but this was not
pursued.
Investigation of the sulfinate ester with exchanged substituents was then examined where
the addition of allylic alcohol to the aryl sulfinyl chloride would then afford the desired ester.
Using previously prepared 49, the addition of neat sulfuryl chloride in acetic anhydride at -10 °C
generated the desired sulfinyl chloride (61) in situ.

Scheme 33: Potential route to access sulfinate ester (60 and 62) via thiolacetate (58 and 49)
and sulfinyl chloride (59 and 61) intermediates
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Compound 61 was not isolated due to the unstable156 and reactive nature of the sulfinyl
chloride group157 but instead was used immediately in an addition reaction with allyl alcohol in
the presence of triethylamine similar to known literature methods.31,158 Pure allyl sulfinate ester
62 was obtained in 83% yield without any further purification required. The isolation of 62
confirmed the intermediacy of 61.
In accordance with literature reports159 the rearrangement from 62 to 47 should be a facile
process. The rearrangement is often unavoidable with exposure to weak acid, gentle heat and
even reports of rearrangement upon silica based chromatography being sufficient to instigate the
isomerization. Rearrangements of allylic sulfinates are known to isomerize through an ionic
carbocation mechanism and through a [2,3]-sigmatropic rearrangement.
The ionic pathway features an ion pair including an allylic stabilized carbocation that can
recombine with the lone pair on the sulfinate sulfur atom. For various substituted allylic
sulfinates mixtures of isomers are possible as products if there is an asymmetrically substituted
allylic carbocation. For the system under investigation there is no concern about rearrangement
leading to mixture of isomers as product since the allyl group has no substitution beyond
hydrogen. The isomerization via the sigmatropic pathway is not prone to rearrangements since
the process is a pericyclic reaction with a concerted pathway which leads to predictable
stereochemical outcomes. Whether thermal treatment leads to an ionic or concerted reaction, the
same product is expected given the current chemistry.
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Scheme 34: Sigmatropic and ionic rearrangement pathway of sulfinate ester

All experimental attempts to access the desired 44 via rearrangement were met with
failure. Prior to any isomerization trials 50 was run through a short silica plug in 10% vol.
DCM/hexanes solvent in a failed attempt to obtain the desired sulfone. Additional trials to
obtain the 44 from 50 included the use of refluxing toluene open to the atmosphere and under
inert atmosphere. Both of these high temperature trials resulted in an intractable semi-solid mass
that was insoluble in a variety of organic solvents (EtOAc, Et2O, EtOH, MeOH, DCM, DMSO)
and only poorly soluble in acetone and CHCl3. The 1H NMR spectra of these crude reaction
mixtures were scattered with indecipherable multiplets from 3 to 8 ppm although trace amounts
of 44 product may have been present suggested by the small doublet occurring at 3.61 ppm.
There were no attempts to purify this system since TLC analysis provided no hope for
separation.
Stirring 62 in chlorinated solvents with an equal mass of silica gel (a weak acid) did not
effect the desired isomerization. Stirring for 48 hours at room temperature with DCM had no
effect on 62 and was recovered unaltered.
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Table 10: Sulfinate isomerization trials

Entry

Solventa

Conditions

Reagents

Reflux 48 hours
1

Toluene (0.07M)

Open to

Result
-intractable crude

-

mass

atmosphere
-no conversion:
2

DCM (0.06M)

r.t 48 hours

Silica (1:1 mass)

starting material
recovered

Reflux 18 hours
3

Toluene (0.08M)

Argon

-Intractable crude
-

mass

atmosphere
1,24

Dichloroethane

r.t 7 days

Silica (1:1 mass)

(0.06M)
a

solvent molarity expressed as relative concentration of compound 62

Another method was tried to access the sulfone, this time directly from 49. Conversion
of 49 to the sulfinyl chloride which would then react in situ with allyl alcohol without base
present should afford 47.160 Again the intermediate 61 was not isolated but used in situ in an
addition with allyl alcohol. Without added base, stoichiometric amounts of HCl generated from
the alcohol and 61 should catalyze the conversion to 47. The proposed mechanism for the
formation of 47 from the intermediate 61 is analogous to the ionic fragmentation/recombination
mechanism outlined above, except the HCl was anticipated to accelerate the chemistry.
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Unfortunately the formation of the sulfinyl chloride did not occur under the conditions used and
only thiolacetate starting material was recovered. The sulfuryl chloride used for this reaction
was taken from a 1.0M solution from Sigma Aldrich and may have been the source of error. Had
the sulfinyl chloride been formed it would be expected that either addition of the alcohol would
yield product or an alternate product would be obtained such as the corresponding sulfinic acid
from hydrolysis.

Scheme 35: One pot procedure for the preparation of sulfone (47) from thiolacetate (49)
via sulfinyl chloride intermediate.

An alternate method (see Scheme 38) to access sulfone 47 employed a protocol
developed by Willis et. al. Allyl magnesium chloride was treated with DABSO at -40°C in THF,
followed by addition of the iodinated aryl electrophile 50a in DMF in a microwave reactor.
Although no product was recovered and only small amounts of 50a was detectable by 1H NMR
of crude reaction mixtures, the preparation and use of DABSO in the synthesis of sulfone
presents a novel and facile method for incorporating the sulfonyl group. The recovery of starting
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electrophile (50a) suggests that the formation of the allyl sulfinate salt did not occur. The
literature protocol was successful in adding allyl and benzyl magnesium bromide to DABSO
although in lower yields than what was typical for alkyl, vinyl and phenyl Grignard reagents.46

Scheme 36: DABSO alkylation trials.

Synthesis of 46.
In the pursuit of a total synthesis employing as few organic starting materials as possible
the synthesis of 46 for coupling was constructed using 53 as a starting material. By employing
the same starting material for 47 and 46 it was envisioned that the overall total synthesis would
begin as a divergent strategy culminating with a convergent strategy.
In constructing 46 the first step involved converting the alcohol group to a suitable
leaving group to enable subsequent substitution with a vinyl group. The alcohol was converted
to the mesylate using the protocol previously described
(54a) in 90% yield.

151

which afforded the desired mesylate

Iodine was also explored as a potential leaving group and 54b was

synthesized in a one-step Appel type reaction from 53 in 82% overall yield.
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Scheme 37: General overview of synthetic strategy for Tedarene A

Conversion of 54a and 54b to the vinyl substituted analogue (63) was attempted using a
method previously explored by the Schwan group. In her 2008 MSc thesis Erin Sheepwash
employed a lithium-copper-chloride salt catalyst that had proven effective in similar vinyl
Grignard additions.144,152 Unfortunately the Li2CuCl4 catalyst is unstable and must be freshly
prepared and used immediately to preserve activity, making its use less than amenable to
repeated synthetic trials. Conversion of the mesylate and iodo substituted aryl compound with
the vinyl Grignard was ultimately unsuccessful with only trace amounts of the desired compound
observed in proton NMR spectra. Realizing that an additional deprotection step would still be
required even if a successful optimization of the vinylation reaction could be achieved, an
alternative protocol was sought.
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Scheme 38: Proposed synthesis of coupling partner 46

Literature describes the synthesis of compound 46 in a nematicidal screening study. The
presented synthesis began with commercially available alcohol (64) ($22.70/gram from Sigma
Aldrich) which was then oxidized to the aldehyde 65 in 79% yield. Subsequent Wittig reaction
with 65 and demethylation yielded the desired 46 as a clear colourless oil without a published
yield (Scheme 39).143

Scheme 39: Literature method to access coupling partner 46. 143

In an attempt to build 46 from readily available starting materials, 4-hydroxy
benzaldehyde (66) was chosen due in large part to the immediate availability of the bottle on the
lab shelf. Additionally by using 4-hydroxybenzaldehyde (1) no deprotecting step would be
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required to unmask the hydroxyl functionality that would be required for later coupling
reactions,161–163 (2) conversion of the aldehyde to the desired butenyl group could be achieved
using simple reagents and would not require the preparation of unstable catalysts, (3) the
proposed use of 66 would involve only 2 steps and (4) the solid benzaldehyde starting material is
much cheaper and more commonly found than the alternative 53 oil. Not only is 66 a shelf
stable solid that can be purchased in large quantities, but it is also much cheaper than the 53
($0.28 and $4.72 per gram respectively).164,165
A synthetic scheme for the creation of 46 using 66 was then envisioned to proceed
through a Barbier type allylation of the 66 followed by dehydroxylation of the resulting benzylic
alcohol. This particular sequence of steps was very appealing as it presented the option of using
a “green” step in the Barbier allylation since many protocols involve aqueous solvents139,141,166 or
are even solvent free.167 Even more inspiring was the observation that Chattopadhyay was able
to couple allyl bromide with p-hydroxybenzaldehyde to the desired homoallylic alcohol in 90%
yield in less than an hour.141
Prompted by these encouraging reports of Barbier reactions successfully used to couple
cheap and easily accessible starting materials into the desired homoallylic benzylic alcohol
attempts were made to repeat the reported protocols. The literature method presented the use of
THF as a solvent but with the addition of a minute quantity of water to help facilitate the
reaction. The source of aluminum used was readily available aluminum foil, and the procedure
presented here employed aluminum foil also.
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Scheme 40: Proposed Barbier type allylation of 66 to afford 46 and literature examples

Trials to obtain 46 using this protocol were conducted but unfortunately the 66 was often
recovered either as the only or as a major product of the reactions (Table 10). Characteristic
results featured an insoluble mass of dark semitranslucent green semi-solid material. Proton
NMR revealed that the large majority of this mixture was starting benzaldehyde often
accompanied by a plethora of broadened multiplets encompassing much of the spectrum. The 1H
NMR spectrum for Table 11 entry 1 did not have a proton that could be classified as an aldehyde
(9.0-11 ppm) but did have two large doublets in the aromatic region one of which had been
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shifted considerably from what is observed with the 66 (7.0, 6.7 and 7.8, 7.0 ppm respectively).
This shift observed for these doublets along with the lack of aldehyde peak was interpreted to be
caused by the desired Barbier product although a poor mass recovery of an already small scale
reaction preempted any attempts at further isolation. Conducting the reaction in the presence of
copper (Table 11, entry 2) metal (powdered copper from Sigma Aldrich) resulted in no observed
product formation and only starting material was recovered. Entry 3 also had a small conversion
to product from the interpreted NMR and did not have an aldehyde proton present it was
however also plagued by poor mass recovery and a myriad of multiplets in the crude 1H NMR.
Both entries 4 and 5 had significant aldehyde proton peaks present in the crude 1H NMR spectra
with only trace amounts of potential product in addition to many broad multiplets. These Barbier
type allylations were plagued by small mass recoveries, difficult work-procedures and often
suffered from low conversion of starting material to products as judged by NMR spectra.
Analysis of crude reaction products via TLC offered little promise of a successful separation of
the multiple spots present.
Less than inspiring results and difficult work-up procedures from the Barbier allylation
protocols prompted the search for alternative methods for the preparation of 46. Although more
harsh, a Grignard reaction in which allylmagnesium bromide attacks 66 was believed to be a
more reliable method for construction of the required precursor to 46. Preliminary investigations
into the addition of the Grignard reagent allyl magnesium bromide to 66 were conducted by
various Schwan lab members. Work conducted by Cooper suggested that the ideal conditions for
the Grignard reaction required 6-7 equivalents of reagent to afford a good yield despite high
conversion rates for reactions done with fewer equivalents (See Table 11). Conversion and
yields appeared to be highest for 7 equivalents of Grignard (Table 11 entry 4).
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Table 11: Barbier type allylation trials

a

Entry

M1

M2

1

SnCl2a

Al(s)

2

SnCl2

a

Cu(s)

3

SnCl2a

Al(s)

4

SnCl2a

Al(s)

5

SnCl2a

Al(s)

Solvent
THF/H2O
(20:1vol)
H2O
THF/H2O
(1:1)
THF/H2O
(6:1)
THF/H2O
(1:1)

Time

Conditions

Result

10-15°C

Trace

10-15°C

-b

10-15°C

Trace

r.t

Trace

10-15°C

Trace

(hours)
17
29
48

1.5

36

SnCl2•2H2O; b starting material recovered

The Grignard addition product (67) required a deoxygenation step to remove the benzylic
hydroxyl to yield 46. Although a variety of techniques exist to afford the deoxygenated product
including conversion to halide or tosylate and treatment with hydride or Barton-McCombie
radical type deoxygenation the terminal alkene group was of concern while selecting a method.
Initial attempts conducted in the Schwan lab involved reducing 67 to 46 using hydrogen gas with
a palladium catalyst, but these were met with failure as reduction of the terminal alkene was
reported.
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Table 12: Allyl magnesium addition to p-hydroxybenzaldehyde trials

1c

Et2O

3

4.5

83

-

2c

Et2O

4

20

86

56

3c

THF

6

23.5

92

-

4c

THF

7

23

97

74

5c

Et2O/THF

6

192

-

-a

6c

THF

6

46.75

-

70

7

THF (0.17M)

3

70

62

49

8

THF (0.2M)

4.7

22

93

67b

6.3a

24

94

71

THF/Et2O
(0.2M)

Time (hours)

%

Solvent

8

a

Grignard

Entry

(Eq)

Conversion

Yield %

10

Et2O (0.3M)

2.5

17

66

61

11

Et2O (0.02M)

3.9

20

91

55

12

Et2O (0.04M)

3.0

93

67

35

13

Et2O (0.07M)

7.2a

165

-

60

Grignard prepared in situ; b NMR yield;c Work conducted by P.N Cooper

A more chemoselective method168 was required and subsequent trials explored the use of
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and triethylsilane (TES). Hydrosilanes have been successfully used to
reduce alcohols to alkanes in the presence of a Lewis acid or strong Bronsted acid for many
years however reduction of various cycloalkenes169 and even certain aromatic compounds170
have been reported to be reduced by TES/TFA protocols. A variety of trials based on literature
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methods171 were successful in synthesizing the desired 46 from the 67. A large drawback
encountered using TES as a reagent was the persistence of a silyl-containing by-product in the
reaction mixture. The 1H NMR of reaction consistently presented a triplet and quartet at 1.00
and 0.57 ppm respectively and were attributed to ethyl groups attached to a silicon atom. Further
characterization of the unwanted side product proved unsuccessful. The most likely structure of
the undetermined side-product was believed to be a disilane which should be easily removed by
exploiting the differences in polarity with the product. However running TLC analysis in pure
hexanes resulted in no movement of spots, but upon increasing polarity from 10 to 30% ethyl
acetate in hexanes an appreciable difference was noted in the Rf values of the two spots present
(Rf10% EtOAc in hexanes=0.24 and 0.08 and Rf30% EtOAc in hexanes=0.77 and 0.16). Upon
conducting flash column chromatography in ethyl acetate and hexanes pure product was obtained
however a significant amount of product was contaminated with the by-product as the two spots
had a propensity to co-elute despite their vastly different Rf values. Additional column
purifications were required to accumulate a satisfactory yield of pure product. In an attempt to
achieve good separation base extraction was also attempted as the pKa of a phenol renders the
acidic proton quite labile and presented an opportunity to avoid chromatography altogether.
Despite successive base washes and extractions the undesired by-product persisted along with
the isolated product however in diminishing proportions. The mass loss incurred through
repeated washing/extractions led to abandonment of this protocol in pursuit of isolated yields via
column chromatography. Not surprising higher yields were obtained when performing larger
scale reactions (See Table 13 entries 6 and 7). The relative proportion of the product to byproduct was calculated by comparison of 1H NMR spectra after successive washings. The
product presented two doublets in the aromatic region at 7.06 and 6.79 ppm which can be
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integrated to 2 protons (J= 8.6 Hz) each and then compared with the integration of the quartet
occurring at 0.57 ppm which likely corresponds to a CH2 in the by-product to obtain a relative
proportion of product to by-product. Initial product:by-product ratios are approximately 1:1.2
but after 4 successive base washings and extractions that ratio was reduced to 1:0.6 however a
mass loss of 48% accompanied these results.
Table 13: Deoxygenation of benzlic alcohol.

TFA/TES

TES

(Eq)

(Eq)

1a

6.0

2a

Trial

a

Time (hours)

Yield (%)

3.0

3

11

6.0

3.0

3

52

3a

6.0

3.0

4

65

4

5.4

3.0

3

23b

5

6.4

3.6

24

48

6

6.0

3.0

17

68c

7

6.0

3.0

17

55d

Work conducted by P.N Cooper.; b base extraction workup

c

3 g starting material; d 0.5 g starting material

Coupling to form diaryl ethers
With 47 and 46 ready coupling the two aryls together to form the diaryl ether was
investigated. There exists a variety to protocols to afford diaryl ethers. The most well-known of
these synthetic techniques include Buchwald-Hartwig172 coupling with palladium catalyst, ChanLam173,174 coupling with copper catalyst and Ullman175 copper catalyzed coupling.
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Recent

advances in the scope of Buchwald-Hartwig coupling reaction have turned what was once a
powerful diaryl amine forming tool into a diaryl ether synthetic tool as well. Such palladium
catalyzed couplings are becoming very popular and effective ways of creating diaryl ethers that
are commonly encountered in a variety of natural products, however the use of palladium still
suffers from one drawback. The efficacy of palladium in synthesis cannot be denied however the
price tag associated with even the most simple and commonly used Pd catalysts has driven many
chemists to develop other cheaper metal catalysts to achieve the same products. A quick survey
of some of the more commonly used Pd and Cu containing catalysts available from SigmaAldrich show an astonishing price difference between these two different metals.
Table 14: Commercially available coupling catalysts and their cost per gram

a

Pd(OAc)2

Cu(OAc)2

PdCl2a

CuI

$113.50/g

$3.44/g

$60.20/g

$0.66/g

99% purity all other prices represent 98% reagent grade purity from Sigma-Aldrich

The Chan-Lam coupling of arylboronic acids and alcohols to afford diaryl ethers is
another commonly employed method and proceeds in a robust and facile method so that it can
proceed at room temperature in the presence of air.

However despite the mild coupling

conditions the requirement of a boronic acid group requires an additional step in the proposed
total synthesis. Conversion of an aryl halide or tosylate to a boronic acid is most commonly
done through a Miyaura-borylation reaction which requires a Pd176 or other transition metal177
catalyst.
The use of copper is finding an increased role in preference to other more expensive
metals in industry and copper couplings have even been reported to succeed where Pd couplings
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have failed.178,179 In an attempt to avoid the high cost of Pd metal catalyst and the additional
requirements of boronic acid synthesis an Ullman condensation protocol was adopted for the
synthesis of the diaryl ether moiety in Tedarene A. To avoid unnecessary waste a model
coupling system was used to optimize potential coupling reactions between 46 and 47. The
model system used readily available o-cresol (71) and the substituted anisole derivative (69 and
70).

The criteria used for selecting these model reagents included availability, price, and

similarity of chemical and electronic properties of the model to 46 and 47. Bromination of 68
using freshly purified N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) with ammonium chloride catalyst in
acetonitrile resulted in 84% yield of the desired brominated product. Pursuant of an iodinated
species for model couplings a lithium-halide exchange reaction was conducted according to a
literature method107 involving the use of n-butyl lithium and the desired 70 was isolated in 70%
yield. In an attempt to generate more 70 a protocol similar to that discussed previously was
employed resulting in a higher yielding one step process to obtain 70 in 89% yield. Coreactant
71 was used as is from stock bottle without purification.
Table 14 shows the results of these model coupling reactions and the optimum conditions
found were identified from entry 16. Interesting note that the use of palladium (II) acetate under
these conditions did not yield any reaction, perhaps because of an ineffective ligand choice for
palladium.
Additionally trials involving Cs2CO3 did not react which was surprising. The coupling of 46 and
47 was attempted using the conditions employed from Table 14 entry 16 (2 Eq K3PO4, 20% CuI,
20% L2, 0.5M DMSO, 110°C).

Monitoring the reaction via TLC did indeed show the

consumption of the starting material 44 however 46 remained in addition to the formation of a
myriad of new spots.

After 40 hours 1H NMR analysis indicated that the sulfone had
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disappeared from the reaction mixture and what was left was predominantly 46. The coupling
procedure was repeated at a lower temperature (110°C) with higher concentration (0.5M) and
shorter duration (3 hours) and again it was noted that the predominant species recovered was 46
and that 44 had somehow decomposed in the reaction mixture. Concerned with the behaviour of
47 under the coupling conditions an experiment was conducted to ascertain the fate of 47. In a
surprising find 47 when exposed to the coupling conditions was found to break down into a
compound tentatively assigned to be 3-iodo-4-methoxybenzaldehyde (72).

Scheme 41: Synthetic protocol to access model coupling partners and the ligands used in
optimization trials
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Table 15: Model coupling trials

Entry

Halide

Cresol

Catalyst

Ligand

1

1.0

1.52

CuI 30%

L1 0.89

2

1.0

1.42

CuI 30%

L1 1.10

3

1.0

1.4

CuI 7%

L2 0.13

4

1.0

2.76

CuI 25%

L2 0.30

5

1.0

1.2

CuI 5%

L2 0.10

6

1.0

1.2

CuI 10%

L2 0.10

7

1.0

1.2

CuI 20%

L2 0.20

8

1.0

1.2

CuI 30%

L2 0.25

9

1.0

1.2

Pd(OAc)2
10%

L2 0.20

10

1.0c

1.2

CuI 30%

L2 0.26

11

1.0

1.5

Cu(s) 10%

-

12

1.0

1.6

CuI 30%

L2 0.30

13

1.0

1.5

CuI 20%

L2 0.30

14

1.0

1.5

CuI 20%

L2 0.30

15

1.0

1.5

CuI 20%

L2 0.30

16

1c

1.5

CuI 20%

L2 0.20

a

Base
Cs2CO3
4.8eq
Cs2CO3
1 eq
K3PO4
2 eq
Cs2CO3
3.11 eq
K3PO4
2 eq
K3PO4
2 eq
K3PO4
2 eq
K3PO4
2 eq
K3PO4
2 eq
K3PO4
2 eq
Cs2CO3
3 eq
K3PO4
2 eq
K3PO4
2 eq

Solvent
[halide]
DMSO mol
sieves

°C/hours
120/

1,4 Dioxane

80/72

DMSO

80/120

1,4-dioxane

80/168

DMSO
(0.5M)
DMSO
(0.5M)
DMSO
(0.5M)
DMSO
(0.25M)
Toluene
(0.5M)
Toluene
(0.6M)
DMF
(0.15M)
DMF
(0.26M)
DMSO
(0.17M)

80/80

No
product
No
reaction
No
reaction
No
product
No
product

120/120

42%a

150/171

No
product

120/96

21%a

110/68

No
reaction

110/336

12%a

100(µW)/3.5

No
reaction

130(µW)/1

24b

145/120

48b

K3PO4
2 eq

DMSO/Tol
(0.17M 1:1)

145/120

67b

Cs2CO3
2.1 eq
K3PO4
2 eq

DMSO
(0.17M)

145/120

No
reaction

DMSO (0.5)

110/19

71ab

isolated yield; b relative yield calculated via gas chromatograpy and isolated product; c 70 used in place of 69
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Results

The process by which the sulfone degrades into 72 is unclear however it is likely that an allyl
sulfonyl fragment would act as a leaving group in form of a sulfinate which are known to be
good leaving groups180 potentially resulting in a phenonium ion181 which could undergo
additional oxidative chemistry to form the aldehyde.

Table 16: Copper catalyzed coupling trial of sulfone 47 and alcohol 46

a

Entry

47
(Eq)

46
(Eq)

CuI (%)

L2 (%)

K3PO4
(Eq)

Solventa

°C/hours

1

1.0

1.2

20

20

2.0

DMSO
(0.5 M)

155/46

2

1

1.3

20

20

2

DMSO
(0.5M)

110/3

Result
No
coupling
product.
No
coupling
Sulfone
degraded

[47]

Figure 4: Suspected breakdown product from sulfone under experimental coupling
conditions
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A revised strategy which envisioned the coupling of the sulfane with 46 was pursued to
avoid the breakdown of the sulfone in situ. It was believed that the sulfane could be oxidized
after being coupled to afford the sulfone moiety required for the Ramberg-Backlund reaction.
Prior to use the sulfane was subjected to the coupling conditions but without the other organic
coreactant and was found to persist at 110°C for atleast 3 days. The coupling of 43 with 46 is
believed to have occurred although a successful isolation has yet to be achieved.

Varied

parameters included solvent, temperatures and base. All attempted coupling reactions were met
with disappointing mass recovery as crude mixtures obtained rarely exceeded that of the
theoretical mass that should have been recovered of pure product. Pure product was never
recovered but only as a mixture containing both starting materials (sulfane in large excess) and
characterization via GC-MS has been the only method so far capable of indicating the coupled
product.
Analysis of 1H NMR spectra shows that the starting materials remain largely intact after
the reactions although the relative proportions of sulfane to 46 had changed from initial
conditions. A surprising observation was that despite washing with saturated aqueous sodium
bicarbonate solutions the phenolic 46 persisted to the crude reaction mixture. Further analysis of
the crude reaction mixture from Table 17 entry 1 via GC-MS revealed eight peaks on the
chromatogram and it is believed that the peak that elutes at 25 minutes contains the coupled
product with a molecular mass of 354.
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Table 17: Coupling of iodoarylsulfane (48) and alcohol (46)

Entry

a

Iodide Alcohol

CuI

L2

K3PO4

c

Result d

Solvent

°C/hrs

2.0

DMSO

110/19

5.7

20

2.0

DMSO

150/29

4.7

20

20

2.0

Toluene

110/23

6.3

1.2

20

20

2.0

Toluene/DMSOa

110/19

5.2

1.2

20

20

2.0b

DMSO

110/19

0

(Eq)

(Eq)

1

1.0

1.2

20

20

2

1.0

1.2

20

3

1.0

1.2

4

1.0

5

1.0

b

(mol%) (mol%)

(Eq)

c

1:1 mixture by volume; Cs2CO3; 0.5 M with respect to 48;
(approx. 17 and 25 minutes respectively)

d

%

GC peak height relative to peak height of 48

The compound that occurs at 25 minutes has a molecular ion that corresponds to that of 73 and a
fragmentation pattern that is consistent with what could be expected. The molecular ion peak at
354 is accompanied by an M+2 peak at 356 indicative of the isotope

34

S. Loss of CH2O is a

classic motif associated with aromatic methoxy ethers resulting in the characteristic peak M-30
that occurs at 314. Another fragmentation pattern commonly encountered with sulfur compounds
like sulfanes is the cleavage of the α,β C-C bond, and in the case of 73 would liberate a
CH2SCH2CHCH2 (m/z=87) fragment and corresponds to the M-87 peak (m/z=267).
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Table 18: GC-MS data for coupling reaction between alcohol 46 and sulfane 48

a

Retention Time

Relative Heighta

(mins)

(%)

8.1

Mass Peaksb

Identityc

9.88

148, 147, 108, (107)

46

9.9

2.35

261, (260), 118

-

11.9

2.82

16.8

100

18.2

10.35

19.4

8.00

20.7

7.53

25.3

5.65

Relative height measured from GC spectrum
presented

209, 208, 135, 134,
(121)
336, (334), 261, 260,
248, 247
375, 334, 299, (261),
260, 206
309, 308, 268, (267),
161, 119
381, 380, 307, 261,
(260)
356, 355, (354), 314,
313, 279, 267
b

-

48

-

-

-

73

Parenthesis indicate largest peak; c Table 16 entry 1 results

The coupling attempts to achieve 73 have so far been conducted on a trial basis working
on the milligram scale. Thin layer chromatography analysis of the crude reaction mixtures
revealed that all reactions had remaining starting material and some cluttering of compounds
about the baseline. Flash column chromatography was attempted on the crude mixture from
Table 16 entry 1 however isolation of 73 was unsuccessful. A more rigorous attempt to
optimize the coupling reaction is required.
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4.1 Future Work
In pursuit of the total synthesis of the natural product Tedarene A the coupled biaryl ether
73 has been obtained. The two coupling reagents, 46 and 47 have been successfully synthesized
and isolated. Compound 48 has been obtained in 5 steps with an overall yield of 63%. The other
coupling partner 46 has been synthesized from 66 in two steps in an isolated overall yield of
48%. Since the initial coupling trials which employed 47 were met with degradation of the
starting material to 72, 48 was selected as an appropriate coupling partner instead with an
oxidation protocol to take place later in the synthesis.
The next steps in the synthesis of Tedarene A would be to optimize the copper catalyzed
coupling between 47 and 46. Such optimization might include the use of a different ligand for
coupling; such a ligand should employ a bidentate N/O-bifunctional group as these have been
indicated to be effective in such coupling reactions.111 Alternatively the use of copper could be
used in a Chan-Lam type coupling if 47 were to be converted to the corresponding boronic acid.
The conditions required for Chan-Lam couplings are much milder than typical Ullmann type
couplings and could potentially allow the use of the corresponding sulfonyl-derived boronic acid
as a coupling partner.
Future attempts to access the sulfone might be desirable if boronic acid couplings tolerate the
sulfonyl functionality. The previously tried method using sulfuryl chloride and acetic anhydride
without base present could potentially serve as a high yielding approach to 47 without using
direct oxidation protocols such as peroxide oxidation or the use of Oxone® which have to date
been met with frustratingly low yields. As mentioned previously the starting materials were
recovered when such a reaction was tried using a 1.0 M reagent grade solution of sulfuryl
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chloride, however when a similar reaction performed with base present and neat sulfuryl chloride
the reaction proceeded to the afford the desired product-62.

The use of neat sulfuryl chloride

might be sufficient to promote the sulfonylation reaction depicted in Scheme 43.

Scheme 42: Progress in the total synthesis of Tedarene A

Finally the use of the bench stable reagent DABSO presents interesting potential in the
synthesis of sulfones. Perhaps future investigations might find that treatment of DABSO with
allyl magnesium bromide, and subsequently 50a or 50b could provide 47 in fewer steps and as a
more convergent strategy than what has been investigated here.
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Scheme 43: Future trials at sulfone formation using neat
The synthesis of 46 might be more efficiently achieved if a different deoxygenation
strategy were used. The persistent presence of the ethyl group in co-eluting fractions during
purification of 67 requires multiple columns to obtain quantities of pure 46. The literature
protocol outlined earlier could be employed however the omission of a final yield may be
indicative of an unattractively low yield. Additionally a protocol for the deoxygenation of 67
using NaCNBH4 could provide an alternate route.182 Alternatively a Barton type deoxygenation
could be tried although the use of tin as a reagent is less than ideal if an alternate method is
available due to its toxicity.
Beyond a successful coupling to afford 45 the next step in the total synthesis of Tedarene
A will be to close the heptanoid ring through a stereoselective ring closing metathesis.
Employing a Z-selective macrocyclization has been shown to been effective for large natural
products in recent literature.183,184 Using a ruthenium based modified Grubbs type catalyst 14
membered lactones are accessible with a Z-selectivity of 85%.
Once the heptanoid ring system has been closed oxidation of the sulfane to the sulfone
using previously described methods followed by a ozone friendly E-selective Ramberg-Bäcklund
rearrangement to finish the cis/trans unsaturation in the heptanoid portion of the molecule. A
final deprotection of the methoxy group would afford 42. A strong Brønsted acid such as HI
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could potentially cleave the methoxy ether however there is also a good chance that addition to
the unsaturation of the heptanoid system could also occur and so the use of Lewis acid such as
AlCl3 or BBr3 will likely be required.
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Chapter 5:General Synthetic Procedures

All reactions were carried out in flame-dried glassware under nitrogen or argon gas
unless otherwise noted. TLC analysis was performed on glass plates pre-coated with Silica Gel
60 (250 µm) containing a fluorescent indicator. The plates were visualized under UV light
and/orby charring with a p-anisaldehyde solution. Flash column chromatography was performed
with silica gel particle size 30–63 (mesh 230–400) supplied by Silicycle®.
1

H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 (300 MHz 1H) or

a Bruker Avance 400 (400 MHz 1H, 100.6 MHz 13C). The proton spectra are reported as follows
δ (multiplicity, J coupling constant (Hz), number of protons). 1H NMR data are reported using
standard abbreviations: singlet (s), doublet (d), triplet (t), doublet of doublet (dd), quartet (q), and
multiplet (m).
4-Nitrophenyl sulfochloridate (34)

To an oven dried flask charged with a stir bar was added 10 mL of 1.0 M sulfuryl chloride in
dichloromethane, backfilled with argon and cooled to -78°C. To the sulfuryl chloride solution
was slowly added a solution of p-nitrophenol (33) (1.39 g, 10 mmol) in 10 mL dry diethyl ether
and pyridine (0.81 mL, 10mmol) and a solid precipitate was formed. The reaction was allowed
to stir as it slowly warmed to room temperature over a period of 4.5 hours. The reaction mixture
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was then filtered through Celite and the cloudy filtrate collected was concentrated in vacuo to
afford a thick red-brown liquid. Recrystallization at -78°C in DCM and hexanes afforded 1.62 g
pure 4-nitrophenyl sulfochloridate (34).
Yield: 67%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.32 (d, J= 9.2, 2H), 7.54 (d, J=9.2 , 2H).

13

C NMR

(100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 153.12, 147.88, 127.94, 122.83. FTIR (cm-1): 3046, 1529, 1346, 1171.

General conditions for substitution of 34

Based on a modified version of the literature protocol.97 To a solution of 34 (3.39 g, 14.3 mmol),
in 25 mL dry DCM at -78°C was added a solution of freshly distilled aniline (1.21 g, 13 mmol),
p-nitrophenol (9.04 g, 130 mmol) and triethyl-amine (15.8 g, 156 mmol) dropwise. The mixture
was slowly warmed to room temperature and the clear red solution was washed with a 1 M
aqueous NaH2PO4 solution (3×30 mL) and the aqueous layer was then separated and extracted
with DCM (3×30 mL). The combined DCM layers were then dried over MgSO4 and the solvent
was removed in vacuo to afford 1.63 g crude brown oil.
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Bis(sulfur dioxide) 1,4-diazobicyclo[2.2.2]octane

To a three necked flask with attached dry ice condenser was added 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
(0.390 g, 3.48 mmol) and stir bar and the flask was then flushed with argon and backfilled under
a positive pressure of argon. Sulfur dioxide gas was then introduced into the reaction vessel for a
period of 5 minutes during which time the reaction mixture was allowed to reflux and
approximately 15 mL of liquid accumulated in the reaction flask and the reaction was allowed to
reflux for an additional 2 hours after the flow of gas had ceased. After two hours the vessel was
warmed to room temperature and all liquid had evaporated and the vessel was continuously
flushed with nitrogen gas for 2 hours. The resulting 0.813 g white solid powder was pure
bis(sulfur dioxide) 1,4-diazobicyclo[2.2.2]octane and required no further purification.
97% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD): δ 3.28 (s, 12H).
45.20. FTIR (cm-1): 3012, 2813, 1473, 1171, 1089.
Phenylmethanesulfonyl chloride (41)
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13

C NMR (100.6 MHz, CD3OD): δ

To a solution of benzyl disulfide (4.10 g, 417 mmol) in 100 mL acetonitrile and 6 mL 2.0 M HCl
at 0°C was added trichlorocyanuric acid (10.1 g, 28.3 mmol) in the form of 65% pool cleaner
(Power Chlor®). The reaction mixture was stirred until starting material was fully dissolved and
then warmed to room temperature and filtered. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the
resulting white solids were diluted in DCM. The combined organic layers were washed with
water (3×50 mL), brine (3×50 mL) and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was then removed in
vacuo to afford 5.11 g sufficiently pure benzyl sulfonyl chloride (41).
Yield: 81%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.45 (m, 4H), 4.85 (d, J= 2.0 Hz, 2H).

13

C NMR

(100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 131.59, 130.49, 129.42, 126.28, 71.07. IR(cm-1): 3043, 2985, 1371,
1173. GCMS (m/z): 192, 191, 190.
Phenylmethanesulfonyl azide (37)

To a flask charged with a stir bar, 40 mL acetone and benzyl sulfonyl chloride (1.50 g, 7.87
mmol) was slowly added sodium azide (1.28 g, 19.7 mmol) in 30 mL water at 0°C. The mixture
was allowed to stir and warm to room temperature overnight and then extracted with ethyl
acetate (2×30 mL) and the combined organic layers were washed with NaHCO3 (2×30 mL),
water (2×30 mL) and brine (2×30 mL). The organic layer was dried over Na2SO4 and after
filtration, solvent was removed in vacuo to afford crude solids. Recrystallization in cold ethanol
yielded 1.30 g pure phenylmethanesulfonyl azide (37).
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Yield: 84%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.47 (m, 5H), 4.52 (s, 2H). 13C NMR (100.6 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 131.17, 130.16, 129.50, 126.81, 62.18. IR (cm-1): 3071, 2979, 2136, 1360, 1160.
Model procedure for CuAAC reactions

To a solution of 50 mL dry DCM at with 37 (0.500 g, 2.50 mmol), CuI (0.050 g, 0.25 mmol),
phenylacetylene (0.310 g, 3.00 mmol) was added triethylamine (0.301 g, 3.00 mmol) and
brought to reflux. An immediate colour change from an opaque white mixture to a yellow
mixture was observed, and aliquots were removed and followed by GC analysis. After 18 hours
the reaction was cooled to room temperature and washed with water (3×30 mL) and washed with
brine (3×30 mL). The organic layer was separated and filtered and the solvent was removed in
vacuo. The resulting insoluble viscous green oil separated from fine colourless crystals (37).

3-Iodo-4-methoxyphenethyl acetate (52)
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To an oven dried round bottom flask was added 53 (2.16 g 14.2 mmol), iodine (1.80 g, 7.09
mmol), sodium meta-periodate (0.475 g, 2.220 mmol) followed by 71 mL of solvent: acetic acid,
water and sulfuric acid (60:10:1 % vol.). The flask was then stoppered and backfilled with argon
and immersed in a hot oil bath at 60°C. After 20 hours TLC showed no starting material
remained and the reaction was quenched with 50 mL water and extracted with diethyl ether
(4×25 mL). The combined organic layers were then washed with saturated NaHCO3 (4×100
mL), saturated Na2S2O3 (3×70 mL), water (3×70 mL), and brine (3×70 mL). The combined
organic layers were dried over MgSO4, and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude
product contained 52 in addition to 51 an impurity in an approximate 8:1 product impurity ratio,
and the crude was used for the next step without further purification.
Crude yield: 81.4%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.60, (d, J= 2.2 Hz, 1H, Ar H), 7.12, (dd, J=
2.2 & 8.4 Hz, 1H, Ar H), 6.72 (d, J= 8.4 Hz, 1H, Ar H); 4.18 (t, J= 7.0 Hz, 2H, CH 2), 3.82 (s,
3H, CH3), 2.80 (t, J= 7.0 Hz, 2H, CH2), 2.00 (s, 3H, CH3).

13

C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ

170.86, 156.73, 139.63, 131.87, 129.78, 110.71, 85.79, 64.68, 56.27, 33.51, 20.89.
2-(3-Iodo-4-methoxyphenyl)ethanol (51)

To an oven dried round bottom flask was added 52 (2.80 g 8.74 mmol, 89% pure), methanol
(0.07 M, 125 mL) and potassium carbonate (12.1 g, 87.3 mmol). The reaction was stirred for 24
hours, diluted with 60 mL water, then extracted with diethyl ether (4×40 mL). The combined
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organic fractions were then washed with water (3×50 mL), and brine (3×50 mL), and dried over
Na2SO4. Solvent was removed in vacuo and 2.37 g of pure 51 was obtained as a lightly coloured
clear-yellow oil.
Two step yield: 90% 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.63, (d, J= 2.0 Hz, 1H, Ar H); 7.16, (dd, J=
2.0, 8.4 Hz, 1H, Ar H); 6.74 (d, J= 8.4 Hz, 1H, Ar H); 3.83 (s, 3H, -OCH3); 3.78 (d, J= 6.4 Hz,
2H); 2.74 (d, J= 6.4 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 156.72, 139.70, 132.68, 130.04,
110.83, 86.04, 63.51, 56.35, 37.60. IR (cm-1): 3374, 3005, 2939, 1599. MS: (m/z): 278, 260,
243
2-Iodo-4-(2-iodoethyl)-1-methoxybenzene (50a)

To an oven dried flask charged with a stir bar and 51 (6.95 g, 25.0 mmol) and backfilled with
argon was added 125 mL of dry DCM followed by addition of imidazole (4.25 g, 62.4 mmol)
and triphenylphosphine (9.85 g, 37.6 mmol). The reaction vessel was purged three times with
argon prior to dropwise addition of iodine (9.63 g, 37.9 mmol) in 125 mL dry DCM over a
period of 20 minutes. The translucent yellow solution turned opaque bright yellow. After 23
hours TLC showed no starting material remained and the reaction was quenched with 250 mL
saturated Na2S2O3 solution and stirred at room temperature until it became a clear colourless
solution. The layers were separated and the DCM layer was washed with water (3×50 mL) and
brine (3×50 mL) and the organic fraction was dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed in
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vacuo. The crude material was purified via flash column chromatography in 2-5% ethyl acetate
in hexanes to afford 9.02 g of 50a as a colourless oil.
Yield: 93%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.57 (d, J= 2.2 Hz, 1H, Ar H), 7.08 (dd, J= 2.2 & 8.4
Hz, 1H, Ar H), 6.71 (d, J= 8.4 Hz, 1H, Ar H), 3.80 (s, 3H, OCH3), 3.24 (t, J= 7.8 Hz, 2H, CH2),
3.02 (t, J= 7.8 Hz, 2H, CH2).13C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 156.51, 138.72, 134.78, 129.15,
110.50, 85.87, 56.18, 38.36, 6.07. IR (cm-1): 3078, 2908, 1516, 1239.
3-Iodo-4-methoxyphenethyl methanesulfonate (50b)

In oven dried glassware was charged with a stirbar, 51 (4.93 g, 17.7 mmol) and dry DCM (100
mL). The flask was then flushed and backfilled with argon and immersed in an ice bath, upon
which slow addition of triethylamine (1.85 g, 19.2 mmol). The solution was stirred for 15
minutes and then a solution of methanesulfonyl chloride (2.24 g, 19.5 mmol) in 20 mL of dry
DCM was added dropwise to the cold solution. The reaction was stirred for 21 hours. The
solvent was then removed in vacuo to afford heterogeneous pale-yellow mixture which was
diluted with 45 mL ethyl acetate. The solution was washed with with NaHCO3 (3×20 mL). The
aqueous layers were combined and extracted with 2×15 mL of ethyl acetate and the combined
organic fractions were then washed with water (3×100 mL), and brine (3×100 mL) and dried
over MgSO4. The solvent was then removed in vacuo to afford 5.78 g of 50b in 91% yield.
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Yield: 91%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.57, (s, 1H,), 7.11 (d, J= 8.4 Hz, 1H), 6.70 (d, J=
8.4 Hz, 1H), 4.27 (d, J=6.8 Hz, 2H), 3.77 (s, 3H), 2.87 (d, J=6.8 Hz, 2H), 2.82 (s, 3H, -SO2CH3).
13

C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 156.74, 139.33, 130.17, 129.90, 110.67, 85.63, 70.00, 56.10,

36.98, 33.73. FTIR (cm-1): 3022, 2939, 2839, 1352, 1173.

S-3-iodo-4-methoxyphenethyl ethanethioate (49)

Method 1
To an oven dried round bottom flask charged with a stir bar was added 50a (5.05 g, 14.2 mmol).
The flask was flushed and backfilled with argon then charged with 75 mL of dry DMF was
added via cannula. Potassium thioacetate (1.86 g, 16.2 mmol) was then added and the flask was
again backfilled with argon. After 2 hours of stirring, a gelatinous solid formed atop the reaction
solution. After 24 hours of stirring the reaction mixture was diluted with 50 mL of ethyl acetate
and water (approximately 75 mL) was added until all solids dissolved. The organic layer was
separated and was washed with water (5×100 mL) and brine (3×100 mL) and dried over MgSO4
and solvent removed in vacuo to afford 4.49 g sufficiently pure 49 in 94% yield.
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Method 2

To an oven dried round bottom flask was added a stir bar and 50a (7.59 g, 19.6 mmol). The
flask was then flushed and backfilled with argon three times. Dry DMF (170 mL) was added via
cannula to the reaction flask followed by addition of potassium thioacetate (3.40 g, 29.8 mmol)
and the solution turned from a clear colourless solution to a pale yellow solution. The reaction
mixture was monitored via TLC and stirred for 52 hours and quenched with 30 mL water. The
organic layer was separated and extracted with diethyl ether (4×25 mL). The combined organic
fractions were washed with saturated NaHCO3 (3×50 mL), water (3×50 mL) and brine (3x50
mL). The solution was dried over MgSO4, the mixture was filtered and the solvent was removed
in vacuo to afford 6.28 g dark brown crude oil. Purification over a plug of silica in 15% ethyl
acetate in hexanes afforded 6.00 g pure 49 in 91% yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.59 (d, J= 1.2 Hz, 1H), 7.11 (dd, J= 1.2, 7.2 Hz, 1H), 6.70 (d, J=

7.2 Hz, 1 H), 3.80 (s, 3H), 3.02 (t, J= 7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.72 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.30 (s, 3H).

13

C NMR

(100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 195.43, 156.60, 139.22, 134.00, 129.47, 110.62, 85.78, 56.22, 34.24,
30.60, 30.94. IR (cm-1): 3029, 2938, 1688, 1491. GCMS (m/z): 337, 336, 260.
Allyl(3-iodo-4-methoxyphenethyl)sulfane (48)
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To an oven dried round bottom flask was added a stir bar, 49 (0.360 g, 1.07 mmol), and 17 mL
of methanol. The flask was then stoppered flushed and backfilled with argon three times.
Potassium carbonate (0.343 g, 2.48 mmol) was added and the vessel was flushed and backfilled
with argon three times. After one hour a solution of allyl bromide (0.284 g, 2.344 mmol) in 4 mL
methanol was slowly added to the reaction. The reaction was stirred for 21 hours at room
temperature and then quenched with 50 mL saturated aqueous NH4Cl and the solution was
extracted with ethyl acetate (3×15 mL). The combined organic fractions were washed with
water (3×40 mL), brine (3×100 mL) and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed in vacuo
to afford 0.290 g of sufficiently pure 48.
Yield: 81%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.56, (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H), 7.06, (dd, J = 2.1, 8.4 Hz,
1H), 6.66 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 5.74 (m, 1H), 5.07 (m, 2H) 3.74 (s, 3H), 3.06 (dd, J= 1.7, 6.8 Hz,
2H), 2.69 (m, 2H), 2.57 (m, 2H).

13

C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 156.13, 138.84, 134.73,

134.33, 129.20, 116.71, 110.37, 85.78, 56.03, 34.45, 33.89, 31.60. IR (cm-1): 3077, 2911, 1588,
1281, 1253. GCMS (ESI) m/z: 336, 335, 334, 260, 247.
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4-(2-(Allylsulfonyl)ethyl)-2-iodo-1-methoxybenzene (47)

To an oven dried flask charged with a stir bar was added 48 (1.25 g, 3.75 mmol) in 50 mL
methanol. The flask was protected with argon and was then cooled to 0 °C. A solution of
Oxone® (5.77 g, 9.39 mmol) in 60 mL water was then introduced slowly. After 5 hours the
reaction was diluted with an additional 100 mL water and then was extracted with DCM (3×20
mL). The combined organic fractions were washed with water (3×30 mL), brine (3×50 mL) and
dried over MgSO4. After filtration, the solvent was removed in vacuo to afford an oil. Further
purification via flash column chromatography in 15 to 20% ethyl acetate in hexanes afforded
pure 47.
Yield: 36%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):δ 7.60 (d, J=2.2, 1H, ArH), 7.15 (d, J=3.5, 1H, ArH),
6.75 (d, J=8.4, 1H, ArH), 5.90 (m, 1H), 5.36 (m, 2H), 3.84 (s, 3H), 3.61 (m, 2H), 3.15 (m, 2H),
3.04 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 156.73, 139.74, 136.21, 135.83, 129.12, 113.76,
110.07, 85.19, 62.17, 60.13, 56.56, 38.62. IR (cm-1): 3085, 2822, 1492, 1312, 1283, 1132, 1119.
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Allyl 2-(3-iodo-4-methoxyphenyl)ethanesulfinate (62)

In an oven dried flask charged with 49 (2.46 g, 7.31 mmol) and acetic anhydride (0.736 g, 7.21
mmol) under argon was slowly added neat sulfuryl chloride (2.00 g, 14.8 mmol) at -10°C. The
reaction was slowly warmed to room temperature after 90 minutes. Byproducts were removed
via short path distillation using warm water bath at 60/36 mmHg. The reaction mixture was
diluted with 10 mL dry DCM and allyl alcohol (0.413 g, 7.11 mmol) and the reaction was cooled
to -5°C. After 90 minutes dropwise addition of triethylamine (0.895 g, 8.84 mmol) upon which a
white precipitate was formed. The mixture was stirred for 9 hours, warmed to room temp and
diluted with 25 mL DCM and washed with 60 mL 5% HCl, NaHCO3 (3×30 mL), water (2×20
mL) and brine (3×20 mL). The crude product was dried over MgSO4 and solvent removed in
vacuo to afford 2.23 g pure 62 without further purification required in 83%.
Yield: 83%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.50, (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.02 (dd, J= 1.6, 8.4, 1H),
6.60 (d, J= 8.4 Hz, 1H), 5.81 (m, 1H), 5.19 (m, 2H), 4.39 (m, 2H), 3.67 (s, 3H), 2.82 (m, 2H).
13

C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 156.49, 138.87, 132.50, 132.25, 129.27, 119.16, 110.72, 85.90,

69.04, 60.29, 56.42, 25.53. IR (cm-1): 3027, 2987, 1406, 1170. GCMS (m/z): 368, 367, 366.
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4-(1-Hydroxybut-3-en-1-yl)phenol (67)

To an oven dried round bottom flask was added magnesium metal (20.0g, 822 mmol) and the
flask was flushed and backfilled with nitrogen gas. Addition of dry diethyl ether (275 mL) via
cannula, followed by addition of allyl bromide (58.7 g, 485 mmol) in 25 mL dry ether via
dropping funnel. An ice bath was used to control the heat buildup in the reaction flask and the
reaction was allowed to continue for 3 hours. A solution of 66 (9.30 g, 76.1 mmol) in 75 mL
ether was charged into dripping funnel and slowly added to the reaction mixture over a period of
50 minutes. The reaction was allowed to proceed at room temperature for 23 hours and then
quenched with saturated NH4Cl (approximately 700 mL) until the aqueous layer had a pH of 3.
The organic layer was then washed with water (3×400 mL), and brine (3×400 mL) dried over
MgSO4, and filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo. Flash column chromatography (1015% ethyl acetate/hexanes) was used to purify to afford 8.92 g of 67.
Yield: 71%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.85 (s, 1H), 7.07 (d, J= 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.21 (d, J=8.4
Hz, 2H), 5.67 (m, 1H), 5.02 (m, 2H), 4.57 (t, J= 6.6 Hz, 1H), 3.43 (s, 1H), 2.44 (m, 2H).

13

C

NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 152.99, 138.42, 133.01, 129.17, 115.17, 114.85, 75.74, 33.87. IR
(cm-1): 3391, 3028, 2989, 1671, 1573, 1406, 1317. MS (ESI) m/z: 165, 164, 146.
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4-(But-3-en-1-yl)phenol (46)

An oven dried round bottom flask was charged with a stir bar and 67 (2.87 g, 17.5 mmol) and
flushed and backfilled with nitrogen gas. The flask was then charged with 100 mL of dry DCM
and cooled to 0°C and trifluoroacetic acid was added (12.0 g, 105 mmol) and stirred for 5
minutes followed by dropwise addition of triethylsilane (55.68 g, 48.8 mmol). The reaction was
stirred for 17 hours and diluted with 100 mL ethyl acetate, and the volume was reduced to half in
vacuo. The remaining solution was washed with saturated NaHCO3 (3×70 mL) until the pH was
approximately 8. The organic layer was then washed with water (3×100 mL), brine (3×100 mL)
and dried over MgSO4, and the solvent was removed in vacuo. Flash column chromatography
afforded 1.76 g pure 46.
Yield: 68%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.06 (d, J= 8.6 Hz),6.79 (d, J=8.6 Hz, 2H), 6.01 (s,
1H), 5.87 (m, 1H), 5.04 (m, 2H), 2.66 (t, J=7.6, 1H, 2.35 (m, 2H).

13

C NMR (100.6 MHz,

CDCl3): δ 153.31, 138.12, 134.11, 129.48, 115.17, 114.85, 35.74, 34.41. IR (cm-1): 3332, 3076,
3022, 2978, 2926, 1514. GCMS (ESI) m/z: 148,108, 107.
General procedure for coupling reactions.
To an oven dried flask with stir bar was added in the following order: Aryl halide, copper
catalyst, ligand, base, and aryl alcohol. The flask was then flushed and backfilled with argon
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three times, charged with solvent and immersed in an oil bath at the specified temperature. Upon
completion thee reaction flash was removed from heat and diluted with ethyl acetate (5 times the
volume of solvent) and filtered through Celite. The organic filtrate was then washed with
NaHCO3, water, brine, and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed in vacuo and filtered
through a small pad of silica in ethyl acetate. The resulting crude material was concentrated in
vacuo.
3-Iodo-4-methoxybenzaldehyde (71)

To an oven dried flask was added a stir bar and in the following order: 47 (0.0598 g, 0.163
mmol), copper(I) iodide (0.0264 g, 0.139 mmol), picolinic acid (0.0135 g, 0.110 mmol), and
potassium phosphate (0.111 g, 0.523 mmol). The flask was then flushed and backfilled with
argon three times and 2.0 mL of dry DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich in Sure Seal bottle) was added and
the flask was immersed in an oil bath at 110°C. After 12 hours the reaction flash was removed
from heat and diluted with 10 mL ethyl acetate and filtered through Celite. The organic filtrate
was then washed with NaHCO3 (3×100 mL), water (3x100 mL) and brine (3×100 mL) and dried
over MgSO4. After filtration the solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue in EtOAc was
filtered through a small pad of silica gel. The resulting crude material was concentrated to afford
0.0107 g of 72.
120

1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.80 (s, 1H,), 8.29 (d, J= 2.0, 1H), 7.84 (dd, J= 2.0, 6.4, 1H),

6.90 (d, J= 8.4 Hz, 1H), 3.96 (s, 3H).

13

C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ 189.67, 162.93, 141.30,

132.30, 131.56, 110.71, 86.64, 56.97. GCMS (ESI) m/z: 262, 261, 63.

1-Methoxy-4-methyl-2-(m-tolyloxy)benzene

To an oven dried flask was added a stir bar and in the following order: 2-iodo-1-methoxy-4methylbenzene (2.85 g, 0.708 mmol), copper (I) iodide (0.1086 g, 0.570 mmol), picolinic acid
(0.0715 g, 0.581 mmol), potassium phosphate (0.1.22 g, 5.76 mmol), and m-cresol (0.475 g, 4.39
mmol). The flask was then flushed and backfilled with argon three times and 2.5 mL of dry
DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich in Sure Seal bottle) was added along with molecularsieves and the flask
was immersed in an oil bath at 110°C. After 19 hours the reaction flash was removed from heat
and diluted with 10 mL ethyl acetate and filtered through Celite TM. The organic filtrate was then
washed with NaHCO3 (3×20 mL), water (3×20 mL) and brine (3×20 mL) and dried over MgSO4.
After filtration the solvent was removed in vacuo and the crude residue was purified via flash
column chromatography in 5-10 % ethyl acetate in hexanes. Pure 1-methoxy-4-methyl-2-(mtolyloxy)benzene was obtained as a clear oil (0.462 g).
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Yield: 71%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.15 (t, J= 8.0 Hz, 1H), 6.55 (m, 3H), 6.74 (m, 3H),
3.80 (s, 3H), 2.30 (s, 3H), 2.24 (s, 3H).

13

C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3): δ157.85, 149.13,

144.69, 139.57, 130.73, 129.13, 124.81, 123.18, 121.64, 117.86, 114.13, 112.60, 56.07, 21.39,
20.51. IR (cm-1): 3026, 2981, 1573.
Allyl (3-(4-(but-3-en-1-yl)phenoxy)-4-methoxyphenethyl)sulfane (73)

To an oven dried flask was added a stir bar and in the following order: 48 (0.317 g, 0.950 mmol),
copper (I) iodide (0.0325 g, 0.171 mmol), picolinic acid (0.0226 g, 0.184 mmol), potassium
phosphate (0.407 g, 1.91 mmol), and 46 (0.170 g, 1.14 mmol). The flask was then flushed and
backfilled with argon three times and 2.0 mL of dry DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich in Sure Seal bottle)
was added and the flask was immersed in an oil bath at 110°C. After 19 hours the reaction flash
was removed from heat and diluted with 10 mL ethyl acetate and filtered through CeliteTM. The
organic filtrate was then washed with NaHCO3 (3×100 mL), water (3×100 mL) and brine (3×100
mL) and dried over MgSO4. After filtration the solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue in
EtOAc was filtered through a small pad of silica gel.

The resulting crude material was

concentrated to afford 0.332 g material containing compound 73.
No pure NMR data available. GCMS (ESI) m/z: 354, 313, 279, 267, 253, 211, 135, 77.
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